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Pen pals 
Marcelo Farinango (left), an American Indian from Chicago who came 
to Eastern to sell Indian jewelry Monday afternoon in the bridge 
lounge in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, exchanges his 
name and address with Tom Leonard, a co-ordinator for Seven 
Generation. 
Senate members 
oppose dress code 
By CHAD GALLAGHER 
News editor 
Staff Senate members Monday 
opposed the administration's 
proposed dress code for the 
Business and Purchasing offices 
in Old Main. 
"This is a very sensitive issue," 
said senate member Theresa 
Sims, who is also a union steward 
for the Local 981 Clerical 
Technical Union. "The people in 
(the Business Office) are very 
concerned - they feel like they 
are being punished for being the 
lowest paid." 
The union, which represents 18 
of the approximately 42 people 
working in the two offices, is 
scheduled to vote today on one of 
two proposals. 
The administration's clothing 
proposal consists of "suggested 
dress attire" with stipulations 
such as no jeans, halter tops, 
skirts too short or tight and T-
shirts with cigarette logos, said 
Paul Michaud, director of Human 
resources and mediator between 
the union and administration, at 
Monday's senate meeting. 
The union's proposal is simply 
"status quo," Michaud said. 
Michaud told the senate casual 
dress in the two offices "hurts the 
atmosphere." 
'' I've worked here 
10 years and (clo-
thing) didn't effect us in 
that time. They are more 
concerned about what 
we look like than the job 
we do." 
-senate member Bev Pederson 
Senate member Kathy Cartright 
asked Michaud if management in 
the two offices ever approached 
casually dressed workers about 
their apparel. Michaud knew of 
no such instances. 
"Sounds like a supervising 
problem," said senate Chair-
woman Sandra Bingham-Porter. 
Sims said she was told yes and 
no by two different managers 
about whether wearing shorts in 
the office was permissible. 
Bingham-Porter said the 
administration should poll the 
entire staff in the two offices 
because the union only represents 
18 ofthe workers. 
The other office workers are 
represented by the Civil Service 
Council, which has not been 
contacted about the dress code by 
any workers or managers, said 
Sherry McKee, chairwoman of 
the council and senate member. 
See DRESS CODE page 2 
Dean's wife employed 
Hiring of Graduate School dean's 
spouse may have violated policy 
By DAN FIELDS 
Senior reporter 
An apparent violation of university employment 
policy has raised questions about the hiring of 
Graduate School Dean Tom Gladsky's wife. 
In a university document, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Terry Weidner received a 
recommendation from Gladsky stating that his wife, 
Rita Holmes, should be offered a position as Faculty 
Assistant in the English Language Center. 
College of Arts and Humanities Dean James 
Johnson also recommended Holmes for the position 
in the document. Holmes was later hired. 
According to Eastern's policy on employment and 
recruitment procedures on the employment of 
relatives, "the employees who are related (shall) not 
vote, recommend or have any other part in decision-
making regarding each other's employment ... " 
The policy further states that "no employee shall 
initiate or participate in institutional decisions 
involving a direct benefit," which includes initial 
employment. 
However, according to Cynthia Nichols, director 
of Affirmative Action and Cultural Diversity, 
Gladsky was one of four individuals who "reviewed 
and approved" Holmes' contract before it was 
forwarded to Nichols and Weidner. 
Holmes, who has used her maiden name since her 
arrival on campus, was hired as a faculty assistant in 
the English Language Center, a 12-month position 
that pays $36,000, in mid-February. She previously 
was an English instructor at Central Missouri State 
University in Warrensburg. 
Holmes' position is coordinated through the 
graduate school's international affairs office, which 
Gladsky oversees. 
Jeanne Simpson, assistant vice president for 
Academic Affairs and chairwoman of the search 
committee, explained that Gladsky set up the criteria 
for the administrative position of English as a 
Second Language faculty assistant - the job his wife 
was eventually hired to. 
Simpson defended the hiring of Gladsky's wife, 
saying the job was not set up around Holmes' 
qualifications. 
"We had significant applicants who had good 
qualifications," Simpson said. "Their marital status 
Nepotism 
issue not new 
to Eastern 
By DAN FIELDS 
Senior reporter 
The recent hiring of Graduate School Dean 
Tom Gladsky's wife is not the first time in 
Eastern's history the hiring of an immediate 
relative has raised questions about nepotism. 
In the past five years, Eastern has drawn 
attention for some questionable administrative 
hiring practices involving alleged nepotism 
violations. 
"Given the history of questions and problems 
about administrative hiring here at Eastern, such 
rapid hiring of a spouse within an administrative 
unit headed by a husband or wife is bound to 
raise questions on campus," said Faculty Senate 
member John Allison. 
In 1991, Verna Armstrong, then vice president 
for administrative finance, was fired after it was 
discovered that several of her relatives were on 
Eastern's payroll, including the creation of a 
$32,000 administrative position for her son, 
Scott Walker. 
When that appointment was made, Walker 
was hired through an internal search and was the 
only person interviewed for the job. While 
Armstrong did not directly oversee the search, 
See NEPOTISM page 2 
was not an issue. What annoys me is that there is a 
suggestion about this (being a conflict of interest)." 
Hal Nordin, a Faculty Senate member, voiced 
concern over the relationship and eventual hiring of 
Gladsky's wife to a job in his area. 
"I would imagine the perception, if known to the 
See WIFE page 2 
Diversity focus of political parties 
By JESSICA BAKER 
Student government editor 
Although there are three 
political parties running in the 
April 17 Student Government 
elections , a common issue for 
each ofthem is diversity. 
The three parties for this year's 
April 1 7 election are the Primary 
Party, the Student ' s Voice and 
Unity. 
Lucas Bittick, candidate for 
vice president for student affairs 
and co-founder of the Primary 
Party, said he thinks the members 
of the party can represent the 
entire student body. 
"The Primary Party only has 
four people including myself 
running for senate positions for 
this election," Bittick said. "We 
aren't that big of a party, but we 
feel the students need better 
representation from all aspects of 
the campus and we feel we can do 
that." 
Student body president can-
didate Bryan Gutraj , the founder 
of the Student's Voice Party, said 
he thinks the variety of issues 
raised within the political party 
makes them diverse. 
"I think this party is a diverse 
group because they don't agree on 
some of my issues and I don't 
agree with some of theirs," Gutraj 
said. "But I think the diversity of 
the group will help the university 
to become more diversified if we 
are elected." 
The third political party, Unity, 
is headed by student body 
president candidate Jason 
Anselment. 
Anselment said the name 
"Unity" was chosen because it 
means the party is coming 
together for the students and it 
brings diversity to the Student 
Government. 
"We need to put the right 
people in the right places in 
Student Government to com-
municate well with the students," 
Anselment said. "There are a lot 
of people who are really excited 
See DIVERSITY page 2 
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Chicago Heights teacher loses job 
after two-decade-old drug charge 
CHICAGO (AP)- More than two decades after 
a youthful Michael Maynard was caught with a 
small amount of marijuana - that mistake cost him 
his teaching job. 
Now he ' s s uing over a policy that allows 
schools to fire teachers guilty of a list of crimes 
that includes drug misdemeanors but does not pro-
hibit murderers from teaching. 
" How many Baby Boomers would be unem-
ployed if they were held to the same standard?" 
Borah said Monday. "You can be president, but 
you can't be a permanent substitute teacher at 
Bloom High School." Maynard was stunned when 
he learned he would be fired after a background 
check turned up the misdemeanor. 
Until his dismissal in December, Maynard, 42, 
was a permanent substitute teacher in good stead 
at Bloom High School in Chicago Heights. 
" It was my understanding they were looking for 
felony convictions," he said Monday. 
It was 1974 - about halfway between the 
psychedelic and disco eras - during a routine traf-
fic stop that police found less than hal f an ounce 
of pot in his possession. 
He and his attorney, William Borah, say the 
state policy that cost him his job is arbitrary and 
does not give teachers a chance to argue their 
cases. 
Borah finds irony in the situation, especially 
after the pot shots during the last presidential cam-
paign over whether candidates "inhaled" or not. 
Borah called the offense " comparable to jay-
walking in those days," and Maynard entered a 
no-contest plea. 
The court's response? "Go and sin no more, " 
Borah said. 
NEPOTISM frompageone----
the hiring of Walker was carried 
out by subordinates of Arm-
strong's. 
After an investigation into 
Armstrong 's hiring practices by 
Board of Governors attorney 
David Stanczak, she was fired 
and given a one-year severance 
pay of$81 ,000. 
In addition to the Armstrong 
hiring, a temporary one-year 
administrative position in media 
relations was created last March 
for Beth Seike-Oisen, the wife of 
Vice President for Business 
Affairs Morgan Olsen. 
Prior to her hiring, no position 
existed in the media relations 
office. Seike-Oisen held the posi-
tion for a few months, but left the 
university to pursue additional 
studies. 
"In the wake of the Armstrong 
era and curiosity last year about 
the hiring of Morgan Olsen's 
wife, it's inevitable there will be 
questions now," Allison said. 
At that time, President David 
Jorns said the move to hire Seike-
Olsen was done to make the move 
from Emporia State University in 
Kansas more attractive for the 
Olsens. Morgan Olsen took over 
in January 1995 as an Eastern 
vice president. 
Luis Clay Mendez, a professor 
in foreign languages , said he 
thought the university should 
have recalled previous incidents 
with this topic to avoid future 
incidents. 
"I would hope that the adminis-
tration learned from previous 
experience that hiring a member 
of someone's family will in the 
long run come back to haunt 
you," Clay Mendez said. "I hope 
that wouldn't be the case in Mrs. 
Gladsky's appointment. 
"I hope someone told Dr. 
(Tom) Gladsky about some of the 
nepotism problems that Eastern 
had during the Armstrong era, 
because he obviously wasn' t here 
during that time, and Verna 
wound up having to bite the bullet 
over the Walker case." 
The Daily Eastern News 
DRESS CODEfrompage one -
Michaud said the university casual dress day is Friday, but some 
workers dress casually all week. 
Sims said that Eastern officials at the bargaining table Wednesday 
said the proposed dress code was "because (Old Main) was a historic 
and administrative building and attire should be proper." 
Sims said the two sides met for two hours and "didn't solve any-
thing." 
"These people work in cubicles," said senate member Bev Pederson 
about the workers in the two offices. "I've worked here 10 years and 
(clothing) didn' t affect us in that time. They are more concerned about 
what we look like than the job we do." 
Several senate members said the proposed "suggested dress attire" is 
unfair because workers are not highly visible and their pay is too low to 
purchase new clothing just to comply with a dress code. 
"There is also burden of money," Sims said. "We are paid very low-
a lot could get food stamps because we're so underpaid." 
DIVERSITY frompage one--
to take part in Student Government, and I think this is a great quality 
for the Unity Party and the Student Government." 
Although the parties are similar in one aspect, they each have their 
own goals for the Student Senate. 
Nicholas Troy, co-founder of the Primary Party, said one of the main 
goals ofthe party is to communicate with all members of the campus. 
"Our main concern is to voice the student 's concerns," Troy said. 
"We want to get as many questions, comments, and ideas from students 
on campus as we can." 
Bittick said no one in the Primary Party has previously run for any 
Student Government position, but all the party members are familiar 
with the senate. 
"Anyone in a couple of days can learn the parliamentary procedures 
of the senate," Bittick said. "Everyone in the party is skilled enough 
and familiar enough with the positions." 
Gutraj said his party is made of himself and students running for 
each executive position. The goals of the party are to find a way to 
fund recognized student organizations, improve the relationship with 
the Eastern police and students and to increase parking on campus. 
"With my role on the (Charleston) City Council, I want to try to get 
a better understanding of the Eastern polices' job so students can get a 
better understanding of what they do," Gutraj said. 
"If we are elected, the party wants to look into the parking spaces 
around campus, and we want to try to find more available spots for stu-
dents and faculty members," he said. 
WIFE frompageone--------------
faculty and general public, would be neg-
ative," Nordin said. "I hope nothing was 
done illegally. The perception could be 
bad- and that disturbs me." 
Another questionable aspect of 
Holmes' hiring involves an apparent con-
flict of interest in the chain of command 
in the graduate school. 
Since her Feb. 22 hiring, Holmes has 
reported to Roger Beck, who was named 
acting associate dean of the Graduate 
School in December. Beck was still a 
member of the history department at the 
time that a search was announced for the 
position. 
However, Beck directly reports to 
Gladsky, which leaves questions about 
how Beck and Gladsky could be objective 
in personnel evaluations of each others' 
subordinate. 
According to the Eastern ' s 1995-96 
Internal Budget, Gladsky oversees the 
budgets for the Graduate School, grants 
and research, study abroad program, the 
international student office and interna-
tional affairs. 
Holmes works in International Affairs. 
Gladsky said that Holmes' salary is being 
split between the graduate school and the 
English as a Second Language depart-
ment. 
When asked, Gladsky did not see any 
conflict of interest, and said that his wife 
reports to not only Beck, but to foreign 
language department chairman Heribert 
Breidenbach. 
"That's why the two different reporting 
agencies are there," Gladsky said. 
However, Breidenbach said it was not 
made clear that Holmes would also report 
to him. 
"I don't think that she reports to me, as 
far as (English as a Second Language) lab 
matters are concerned," Breidenbach said. 
"I think that Roger Beck is the main boss. 
I have nothing to do with her salary or 
with her appointment." 
Breidenbach, who was a search com-
mittee member, said Holmes fit the crite-
ria that was needed for the position. 
"Rita Holmes very clearly fit as one of 
the top three candidates," Breidenbach 
said. "I'm firmly convinced that as far as 
the search committee, there was not 
favoritism and no unorthodox procedure . 
"Of course its a little strange that she is 
under him, but it doesn't bother me," he 
said. 
Holmes said she believes she met the 
criteria for the position. 
"My resume and job experience is what 
qualified me (for the position)," Holmes 
said. "I don ' t know how else to explain 
it ." 
When asked, Gladsky didn't recall if he 
inquired about possible employment 
opportunities at Eastern for his wife when 
the opening was offered. 
But according to Nichols, Gladsky 
asked about the position shortly after it 
was announced. 
"Early in the search process , Dean 
Gladsky indicated to the Office of 
Academic Affairs that his wife might 
apply for the position," Nichols said. "At 
that time, the university's policies on the 
employment of relatives was reviewed 
with him." 
Judy Gorrell , executive secretary to 
President David Jorns, said the president 
was deferring all questions to Director of 
Information Shelly Flock and to Jill 
Nilsen, special assistant to the president. 
Flock said she believed Holmes met 
the qualifications for the position. 
"Rita Holmes has extensive experience 
teaching English as a Second Language at 
a university comparable to Eastern and is 
used to building programs from the 
ground up," Flock said. "Her pleasant, 
caring attitude makes her a natural for 
interacting with international students." 
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Candidates say students need better voice 
VP runners stress 
past experiences 
By DENISE RENFRO 
Staff writer 
All three candidates in the race for stu-
dent vice president for public affairs 
agree that improvements need to be made 
to give students more of a voice within 
the Student Government. 
The three candidates: Brian Anderson, 
a senior accounting major, Brent Babbs, 
a junior business education major and 
Kevin Piket, a junior speech communica-
tions major, also agreed that students 
should use their voice and vote in the 
April 17 Student Government elections. 
Although they do not have similar 
backgrounds, they all said their experi-
ence would make them qualified as stu-
dent vice president for public affairs. 
Anderson said his involvement with 
the senate and other organizations on 
campus makes him qualified. 
"Some of my involvement with stu-
dent government has been on the Council 
on University Planning and Budget 
which helps me to better understand how 
Sunny days 
the state appropriates money to the uni-
versity," said Anderson. 
Anderson has been involved with the 
Tuition Review Committee and is 
involved with Residence Hall Ass-
ociation and is the vice president of 
National Residence Hall Honorary. 
Babbs has held various offices in 
Sigma Pi fraternity, has been involved in 
Student Government and on the Sports 
and Recreation Board. 
"With my public relations skills and 
my easy going attitude I am really open 
to hear students' problems," Babbs said. 
Piket said his extensive involvement 
with Student Government makes him the 
best candidate. 
He is currently a senate member, sen-
ate speaker and the legislative leadership 
chair. 
He has also been involved in the 
Student Lobbying Team and was the 
University Relations Chair. 
Each candidate cited different goals if 
they get voted into Student Government. 
Anderson said he wants to work close-
ly with the student lobby team and the 
Financial Aid Board to continue pro-
grams that have been started. 
"My first and foremost goal is to con-
tinue the great groundwork laid this year 
by Jason Anselment and not to let his 
hard work go to waste," said Anderson. 
Babbs said he wants to start a shuttle 
or transportation system for the students 
in Carman Hall and Greek Court in the 
wintertime. "I want to help students out," 
Babbs said. 
"I also want to help get back better 
relations with the Charleston City 
Council," Babbs said. 
Piket said his goals are to work with 
the Student Lobby team and "get stu-
dents to change registration locations so 
that students will not forget to vote." 
He said a voter registration booth 
could be placed outside of textbook 
rental in the fall so students will not have 
to use an absentee ballot for voting. 
Both Anderson and Piket said they 
want to improve communication with 
students by submitting a progress report 
to The Daily Eastern News to keep stu-
dents updated on Student Government. 
Two of the three candidates are run-
ning on a political party. 
Anderson is representing the Unity 
party, Babbs is representing the Students' 
Voice party and Piket is running indepen-
dently. 
Piket says he is running independently 
because he wants to avoid any agendas or 
party platforms associated with a politi-
cal party. 
Candidates for student 
VP for public affairs 
BRIAN ANDERSON 
Class standing: 
Senior 
Major: Accounting 
Party: Unity 
BRENT BABBS 
Class standing: 
Senior 
Major: business edu-
cation 
Party: Students' 
Voice 
KEVIN PIKET 
Class standing: 
junior 
Major: speech com-
munication 
Party: Independent 
Blue Meanies to play 
at April14 Peacefest 
By DONNA CUISIA 
Campus editor 
Sponsors for Peacefest have announced that The Blue Meanies, a 
Chicago-based band, will perform at the Aprill4 event. 
The Blue Meanies, which started in Champaign, will play a short per-
formance that will last about one hour as a favor for the two groups spon-
soring the event, said Brad Tluczek, president of Expanding Awareness 
and Responsibility Toward Humanity. 
Peacefest, an event promoting activism, is sponsored by EARTH and 
People Offering Women Equality and Rights. 
"The Blue Meanies really want to play Charleston and do something 
for this event," said Sue Lutz, member of POWER. "They want to show 
Charleston they're really not bad guys." 
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor 
Kyle Lamore, a sophomore health studies major, Neal Buckendahl, a junior engineering major and Travis 
King, a sophomore technology education major, try to find a sun spot with a telescope during their astrono-
my class outside of the Science building Monday morning. 
Lutz said The Blue Meanies manager, Jeff Stepp, sent the University 
Board a press kit earlier this semester to possibly slate the Blue Meanies 
for an all-ages mini-concert. Lutz said members of UB were offended by 
the cover of an album, which featured a young child, standing in front of a 
black, charred hole, holding sticks of dynamite. 
Lutz said she met with Keith Lipke, UB chair, and David Milberg, 
director of the Office of Student Life and Student Activities, to explain 
what the band was all about. Legislative Leadership to discuss 
budgets for some student groups 
"They decided the Blue Meanies would never come here, as far as UB 
was concerned," Lutz said. 
Tluczek said the band, which specializes in ska, punk, hardcore and 
metal sounds, will probably play in the middle of the day. 
The band has been advertising in Champaign and surrounding Illinois 
towns, Tluczek said. The Blue Meanies has a large following and will 
attract fans from out of town, he said. 
By JESSICA BAKER 
Student government editor 
The Legislative Leadership will meet tonight to review 
and discuss next year's budgets of student fee-funding 
organizations. 
The group will meet at 8:30 p.m. in the 
Arcola/Tuscola Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Student Senate members will look over the budgets of 
the Apportionment Board, University Board, Sports and 
Recreation and the senate, said Kevin Piket, senate 
speaker. 
When your 
money's 
running out, 
and the rent 
is coming due ... 
Sell your stuff 
in The News' 
Classifieds! 
THEY WILL 
WORK FOR 
YOU!! 
The Legislative Leadership is made up of nine com-
mittee heads, the secretary of the senate, and the speaker 
of the senate. 
It decides what should be placed on the senate's agen-
da for the week. 
"This week's (Legislative Leadership) meeting is for 
senate members to look at the budgets and see ifthere are 
any problems with them," Piket said. "I hope senate 
members will have some discussion on the budgets, 
instead of approving them without any discussion." 
At the last senate meeting, members tabled the review-
ing of the budgets so they would have time to look over 
them before the Legislative Leadership meeting tonight. 
Julie Ferris, co-founder of POWER, said she expects fans from 
Champaign and Springfield to attend Peacefest because of the Blue 
Meanies. She said she hopes the band will bring in a huge group of peo-
ple. 
"We have had to, unfortunately, turn bands down," she said. 
Other bands slated to perform include: Motherlode, a folk group; The 
Bleed, a blues band; Thumper, a ska band from Boston; Bound to Change, 
a borderline pop and punk band; and Smart Alice, a neo-alternative group. 
Lutz stayed in contact with Stepp, the band's booking agent and the 
band itself and was able to set up a time for the Blue Meanies to perform 
at Peacefest. She said the band is playing for free at the event. 
Delta Zeta 
Informational 
When: 
Where: 
Tonight 6:30 pm 
Delta Zeta House 
I 0 16 Greek Court 
Party 
FOR INFORMATION OK RIDES CALL 
Stacey at 581· 6849 or Courtney at 345-9234 
I i jfj •t11@ £fit§ I ii~t§\f#) 
Opinion page 
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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Admission-policy 
exceptions need 
to be in catalog 
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday 
made the right decision in returning the admission 
standards proposal to the Enrollment Management 
Advisory Committee for revisions. 
The council decided additional criteria was need-
ed in the proposal to allow special-case students 
who have an ACT score below 18 to still possibly 
be admitted. 
Editorial 
Eastern. 
This is a good idea that 
would benefit border-line 
students who want to pur-
sue higher education at 
However, the CAA does not want the admission 
by exception policy in Eastern's catalog. 
What is the purpose of giving incoming students 
an extra opportunity for admission if they will never 
know about the stipulation? 
To go to the trouble of having a policy allowing 
special-case students the opportunity to still be 
admitted, and then bury it is a complete contradic-
tion. 
The Enrollment Management and Advisory 
Committee's proposed admission standards, which 
the CAA approves of, would require incoming stu-
dents to be in the top quarter of their high school 
class with a minimum ACT score of 18 or be in the 
top half of their class with an ACT of 19. 
These are modest and fair attempts at raising stan-
dards, considering the current standards require a 
student to be in the top half of their class with a min-
imum ACT of 18. Only 92 students would have 
been denied if this proposal were implemented 
beginning this year, said Tim Shonk, the committee 
chairman. 
The CAA's only change to the committee's pro-
posal would be to implement an admission by 
exception policy. 
The council wants the committee to add an inter-
nal operation policy to the proposal that would 
allow the Admissions Review Committee to admit 
several students who do not meet standards to be 
admitted on the basis of their high school achieve-
ments. 
If the CAA is going to provide an alternative for 
students, which it should, then the council should let 
possible incoming students know about it through 
the catalog. 
Otherwise it is a waste of time and effort because 
the policy will not be used for what it is intended to 
do - let denied students know they still have an 
'' today' s quote 
The exception proves the rule. 
-Proverb 
Singing in shower going down the drains 
As I was standing in the shower 
yesterday, staring down at the 
water running into the drain, I real-
ized that college was stifling my 
creativity. 
I hadn't ever thought about how 
the college discourages shower-
time creativity before - and as it 
turned out, I had to learn the hard 
way. 
I was just standing there, mind-
ing my own business, belting out 
my own rendition of the B-52's 
ANDREW RODGERS 
Regular columnist 
song "Love Shack," and someone came walking into the 
dorm shower room. Suddenly I became self conscious and 
stopped singing. 
But it was too late. My private melody had been discov-
ered ... and whoever it was who walked in, started laughing 
and said "uh, that's a really great song." 
I felt violated. I mean, that guy didn't have the right to 
judge my shower song selection. And I know I'm a bad 
singer and all, but hey, in the shower I sound a lot better than 
Michael Bolton ever could. 
In my shower at home, nobody persecutes me for singing 
in the shower. In fact, for some strange reason, my mom 
keeps telling me to sing louder when I'm in the shower. I 
don't know if it has anything to do with the geraniums grow-
ing outside the bathroom window ... but I don't have any 
problems complying with her request. 
Both of my brothers sing in the shower too. The difference 
is that my younger brother tries to sing catchy dance club 
songs (but he's never even been to a catchy dance club), and 
my older brother sings popular Broadway hits. So when 
we're all at home, getting ready for some big event, it sounds 
like one big music festival coming from the bathroom. 
It's safe to sing in the shower at home. Nobody will prop a 
garbage can full of water up against my door. But living in a 
dorm here at school is a different story all together. It's not 
entirely impossible that your life may become endangered if 
you sing any song ever written by Lionel Richie. 
How many times have you wanted to break into song 
SY 
.. 
"I think we 
should all be 
more tolerant 
of shower 
" szngers. 
while lathering on the Pert Plus. 
Singing in the shower is almost a 
basic human right ... right? And if 
you live in the dorms, you are 
denied that right due to the crap 
you'd get from your hall mates if 
you sang. It's obviously not fair. 
I don't know if people enlisted 
in the military sing in the shower. 
Because I can see how it could be 
quite difficult. Imagine standing 
there completely naked with twen-
ty other people of the same sex. 
Now imagine the looks you'd get if you started singing Elton 
John's "Candle in the Wind." 
This same military-shower-song principle can be applied 
to college dorm showers. With one very obvious exception ... 
there are curtains and walls between you and the next naked 
person. 
Now I know someone is going to say to me: 'Hey Andrew, 
you can sing anywhere you want, almost anytime you want 
to ... if you want to sing in the shower, go ahead. Just ignore 
what anyone might say to you.' 
Well, that won't work. Why? Because I've been through 
this before, and I know I would make fun of someone if I 
caught them singing a Wilson Phillips song. 
Ultimately, I think we should all be more tolerant of show-
er singers. In fact, I would like to be the first one to dub next 
week "Shower Week." 
The idea here is to get everyone to sing at least one song 
every time they get in the shower. I'll do it, but just because I 
do already. Come on everybody, it's time to do what you're 
parents sent you here for ... broaden your horizons. 
We'll all just get naked and sing. But just be sure you're in 
the shower when you're naked, because this fun little theme 
week won't work if you try to do it out in a quad when it's 
raining. I haven't checked with the police department, but I 
don't imagine they would be too sympathetic to our cause. 
- Andrew Rodgers is Verge editor for The Daily Eastern 
News. His e-mail address is cuawr@ecom.ucn.bgu.edu. 
Unity Church banquet 
was very uplifting your turn 
come, first-serve basis. There are 
enough for everyone. 
I have seen gay couples in stable, 
mutually supportive, nurturing and 
long-lasting relationships. I have seen 
heroic acts of self-sacrifice by one gay 
partner to another in these relationships 
- acts that would put to shame many 
heterosexual marriages. I have seen real 
love and commitment of gay person to 
another. 
and worthy of praise 
Dear editor: 
I want to thank my students for their 
invitation to Pastor Donald Jones and 
his Unity Christian Fellowship 
Ministries and their banquet Sunday 
March 31. This was the most entertain-
ing, inspiring and uplifting event I have 
witnessed in 23 years at Eastern. 
I met Ray McElroy (#40) of the 
Indianapolis Colts, a credit to Coach 
Spoo and his football staff. I say this 
while not fully cognizant of McElroy's' 
athletic prowess, but most aware of the 
content of his character. He is a 
paragon of the gifted Eastern student-
athlete Spoo tries to develop. I predict 
that the credit McElroy will ultimately 
bring as an alumnus is as a truly gifted 
gospel singer. I have yet to hear his 
equal. 
Sunday evening and my experience 
with Pastor Jones and his ministry 
prompts me to recommend highly his 
services. This is regardless of individu-
al, race, gender or philosophical-reli-
gious persuasion (they meet at the 
Baptist Church Building just off cam-
pus each Sunday at 3 p.m.) 
Thanks to my African-American stu-
dents who excel in many ways. 
Earl McSwain 
Associate professor 
Speech communication 
Same sex marriages 
should be accepted 
Dear editor: 
The March 25 mass gay wedding 
celebration in San Francisco ought to 
show middle America that there is no 
shortage of gay or lesbian couples that 
value and revere marriage, and that the 
hate, lies and stereotypes pushed by 
religious political extremists about a 
so-called "gay agenda" are fiction. 
There isn't a limited amount of love 
in America. It isn't a non-renewable 
resource. If Bob and Ted or Carol and 
Alice love each other, it doesn't mean 
that Mary and John can't. And marriage 
licenses aren't distributed on a first-
Gay marriages will not harm or 
dilute the institution of marriage, they 
will reinforce it. 
William C. Stosine 
Iowa City, lA 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News encourages 
letters to the editor concerning local, 
state, national or international issues. 
Letters should be less than 350 
words. For the letter to be printed, the 
name of the author, the author's address, 
telephone number, year in school and 
current major must be included. If nec-
essary, letters will be edited according to 
length and space at the discretion of the 
editorial page editor or editor in chief. 
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Incoming 
Frank Golkacker, an associate professor at Eastern, advises Joie Widner, an incoming 
student, Monday afternoon at the ground ball room in Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
Mosley's describe music 
as countyish 'ritz rock' 
By DONNA CUISIA 
Campus editor 
The Mosley's, the opening band for 
the Spring Concert, is described as "a 
little bit of ritz rock" with a "country-
ish" flair to it, said Mike Fredrickson, 
bassist, lead vocalist and songwriter for 
the band. 
The Mosley's will be opening for the 
BoDeans for the April 13 concert. 
Shellee Swanson, manager of the 
Mosleys, said the group is "bubbling 
nationally" and have been recording 
under a major label. 
"Lots of exciting things are coming 
up for the Mosleys," she said. 
Swanson said the Mosleys' music has 
a "pop/blues" sound, and the group has 
been labeled as having "Beatlesque" 
qualities. 
She said the group will soon be 
recording in New Jersey with a major 
label recording producer. 
The group is comprised of Fred-
rickson; Dave Braun, drummer; and 
Royce Hall, guitarist. 
In Gordon s Flash, the Mosleys were 
described as "countrified Hollies." The 
group received rave reviews for its 
"upbeat simple melodies," and "solid 
song-writing, clear production and 
music." 
The review also predicted The 
Mosleys to be a "buzz band" in the near 
future. 
The group has been together officially 
for about a year, but they have been 
playing together on and off for about 
five years, Fredrickson said. 
The Mosleys have released two com-
pact disks. The first is a self-titled 
'' Lots of exciting things are 
coming up for the Mosleys." 
-Shellee Swanson 
Mosleys manager 
release and the most recent 1s ""Stu." 
All of the songs on "Stu" were written 
by Fredrickson and have been described 
as "lucid restatements of all the pop rock 
verities: sharply crafted melodies; lyrics 
that find fresh perspectives on eternal 
human concerns" by Shepherd Express: 
Milwaukee s Music Manual. 
Fredrickson and Braun are former 
members of another Milwaukee band, 
the Spanic Boys, which performed on 
"Saturday Night Live" a few years ago, 
Fredrickson said. 
Fredrickson said The Mosleys is a 
three-piece band that performs original 
mUSIC. 
The band has not toured extensively, 
they play at Linneman's River West Inn, 
a local bar in Milwaukee, every 
Thursday. 
He said Sam Llanas, the lead singer of 
the BoDeans, is a regular guest at the 
Mosleys' concerts. 
"Sammy always goes and tries to steal 
the show," Fredrickson said. "He is 
doing us a favor (by letting us play at 
Eastern)." 
The Mosleys performed with the 
Exotics and the Masonic Wonders dur-
ing the Shepherd Express annual 
Readers Choice Awards Ceremony this 
year. 
Nixon scandal begun 
before Watergate 
By HEIDI KEISLER 
Staff writer 
The "cancer" that plagued Richard 
Nixon's administration and eventually led to 
the resignation of his presidency has a deep-
rooted origin in politics and existed long 
before burglars broke into the Watergate 
hotel, Jerry Zeifman told an audience of 
about 60 students and faculty Monday after-
noon. 
Zeifman, the former chief counsel of the 
House Judiciary Committee and author of 
"Without Honor: The Impeachment of 
President Nixon and the Crimes of Camelot," 
said the political corruption that brought 
down Nixon began in 1954 with a shady 
agreement between the CIA and the 
Department of Justice. 
"An agreement was provided by the 
Department of Justice that they wouldn't 
even investigate - let alone prosecute - any-
one the director of the CIA didn't want 
investigated or prosecuted," Zeifman said. "I 
see that agreement as one of the greatest, 
most corrupt abdications of morality in the 
country since Pontius Pilate. 
"It is both immoral, it is illegal, it is con-
trary to the very core of democracy, and it is 
contrary to the essence of the Magna Carta," 
he said. 
Zeifman said this agreement set up a 
premise "right out of the Third Reich" for 
high ranking officials to "lie, cheat, steal and, 
if necessary, kill in the interest of national 
security." 
This premise, established in 1954 under 
the Eisenhower administration, "flourished" 
during John F. Kennedy's administration, 
Zeifman said. 
John F. Kennedy and his brother Robert 
orchestrated a "CIA/Mafia joint venture" to 
assassinate Cuban President Fidel Castro, 
illegally wire tapped Martin Luther King Jr. 
and opened mail in the New York post office, 
Zeifman said. 
"I could go on and give you a long litany, 
but I'm not here to prosecute John F. 
Kennedy or Robert Kennedy," he said. "I'm 
here to talk about what causes cancer in gov-
ernment. 
"I think it's not liberalism, not conser-
vatism, not radicalism - what I think causes 
cancer is secrecy," Zeifman said. "There's no 
way you can maintain a democracy when 
major policy decisions are made in secret." 
The secrecy and corruption next made its 
way into the Nixon administration when bur-
glars broke into the Democratic National 
Headquarters, Zeifman said, and "suddenly I 
found myself as chief counsel of the House 
Judiciary Committee with a mandate from 
Congress to direct a complete investigation 
of Watergate with $1 million authorized." 
But, Zeifman said, "We did not investigate 
Watergate." 
"It was a sham," he said. "No effort was 
made." 
Instead, his committee approved the 
appointment of a special counsel, John Doar, 
to head the investigation, who in turn hired 
two helpers - one of whom was Hillary 
Rodham. 
"Hillary was a good girl," he said. "She 
did what she was told," mostly "grunt work." 
Zeifman used Rodham 's involvement in 
the Watergate investigation to illustrate how 
far the political corruption has woven and 
said that society is taught that "nice guys fin-
ish last." 
"What this has taught us is if you are 
going to play be the rules and be honest and 
decent and ethical, you will be a born loser," 
he said. "The present view is you can't be a 
president or a political leader unless you 
know how to cheat. 
Community center planned 
BY BRITI CARSON 
City editor 
A committee that began about a year ago 
is beginning the development of a commu-
nity center for Charleston. 
Jack Rardin, chairman of the Charleston 
Community Center Planning and Steering 
Committee, said the committee is in the sec-
ond phase of the plans for the community 
center. 
"The first phase was discussing and 
developing the concepts and the need for the 
community center," Rardin said. "The sec-
ond phase is actually developing the com-
munity center and developing various crite-
ria with the community." 
Rardin said the committee has looked into 
what community members want and need 
with the center. 
"We have distributed surveys in 
Charleston for the past five years, and 90 
percent of the people that responded wanted 
a community center," Rardin said. "We have 
had really positive input for this project." 
Rardin said the committee began as a 
group of concerned citizens a year ago 
wanting to combine their ideas into plans for 
the center. 
Rardin said the details of the center are 
still being worked on by four subcommit-
tees: publicity, building requirements, land 
acquisition and financing. 
The subcommittee's goals are to special-
ize in their areas and to help in the planning 
and funding of the center, Rardin said. 
The committee looked at other communi-
ty centers in Effingham and Centralia to 
learn from their mistakes and see what is 
needed for Charleston. 
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Unknown Trail to connect t=w=o=c=::=it:=ie=s=...-
answers 
to be 
explored 
By THERESA GAVLIN 
Activities editor 
A 20th century philosopher 
who claimed to have found why 
some questions cannot be 
answered by even philosophers 
will be the topic of a film pre-
sentation Wednesday. 
The film will be shown at 7 
p.m. Wednesday in the Booth 
Library Auditorium. 
The philosopher, Ludwig 
Wittgenstein, had an unusual 
life that went from living with a 
wealthy aristocratic family to 
living like a hermit in a cabin in 
Norway to volunteering in the 
army. 
The film, "Wittgenstein," 
was written by Derek Jarman 
and presents Wittgenstein's 
philosophical ideas in his own 
words. The film will have 
images from his life and prod-
ucts of his imagination in the 
film. 
"We chose this film because 
it's about a famous philosopher, 
but it's also a great movie," said 
Fred Rauscher, a philosophy 
professor. "It's a very interest-
ing experience." 
Wittgenstein claims to have 
diagnosed why philosopher's 
cannot answer questions that 
Charleston, Mattoon to be joined by bike path 
By BRITT CARSON 
City editor 
Beginning next spring, Char-
leston and Mattoon will be con-
nected by a bicycle and hiking 
trail. 
Mark Dwiggins, city engineer, 
said the idea for the bike trail 
came from the community req-
uests. 
"The community showed inter-
est a few years ago and citizens 
came to the city administration 
and inquired about a bike trail," 
Dwiggins said. 
Dwiggins said the bike trail 
will span 12 miles, starting at the 
baseball diamond complex at 
lOth Street in Mattoon and end-
ing at Township Road 224. 
Plans are in the works to start 
building the bike trail this sum-
mer and hopefully finish by 
Spring of 1997. Dwiggins said 
the bike trail was delayed 
because of funding. 
"The (Illinois Department of 
Transportation) funding was put 
back a year and that was a signif-
icant delay for us," Dwiggins 
said. "The federal highway 
administration is funding 80 per-
cent of the project." 
Dwiggins said the remaining 
funds are going to be divided 
between Charleston and Mattoon. 
Charleston is using its motor fuel 
tax to pay its half of the funds. 
Dwiggins said very little land 
has to be cleared in order for the 
bike trail. 
"The portion around the old 
railroad bed is pretty flat and not 
much work has to be done to 
that," Dwiggins said. 
The bike trail will be paved in 
the cities and consist of crushed 
limestone in the rural areas. The 
plans for the bike trail also call 
for three parking areas to be built 
along the 12 mile route. 
Portions along side of the bike 
trail are going to be reserved for 
natural prairie. According to an 
article in the Times Courier, sev-
eral of the Embarras Volunteer 
Stewards were burning the sec-
tions of the prairie on Monday to 
help restore the nutrients to the 
soil. 
The burning technique also 
kills off any non-native plants 
and will give plants a chance to 
rejuvenate. The burning will give 
bikers and hikers a look at a 
restored and healthy prairie. 
"The idea is to have a recre-
ational facility for people in 
Charleston and Mattoon," Dwig-
gins said. "Now people can go 
outside and observe nature." 
Sax quartet, flute choir to perform 
By THERESA GAVLIN 
Activities editor 
The flute choir and the saxophone quartet will 
be joining together today to perform for the second 
time ever in a Woodwind Ensemble. 
The ensemble will be at 7:30p.m. tonight in the 
Dvorak Concert Hall in Doudna Fine Arts Center, 
said Diane Boyd, coordinator for the flute choir. 
"I think it should go pretty well," Boyd said. 
"(Last year) the concert went very well and was 
well performed." 
Fourteen students will be performing, Boyd 
said. Most of the students are music majors or 
mmors. 
Each group rehearses weekly with either Boyd 
or Samuel Fagaly, the coordinator of the saxo-
phone quartet. 
The ensemble has been practicing all semester 
and will play some different styles and varieties of 
music, Boyd said. 
Some of the pieces to be played at the concert 
are written by Bach, Ncginty, Kummer, Missal and 
Howland, Boyd said. 
Boyd said this is the second year for the ensem-
ble. She said the purpose of the performance is to 
showcase small ensembles. 
The choir and the quartet also play at off-cam-
pus events. 
Separately, the two groups have played at the 
Worthington Inn for Parent's Day brunch, nursing 
homes and retirement dinners, Boyd said. 
Molester released despite pledge to strike again 
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - A child molester 
who threatened to kill his next victims was 
released from prison Monday after agreeing 
to a parole so strict he will be locked up or 
accompanied by guards at all times. 
Larry Don McQuay, a professed "child-
molesting demon" who has acknowledged 
abusing some 240 children, agreed to parole 
conditions that prison officials said were 
among the most restrictive ever issued. 
"I don't think there's any problem using 
the word 'unprecedented,"' said Larry Todd, 
a spokesman for the Texas Department of 
Criminal Justice. 
McQuay also has asked to be castrated in 
hopes it would stop his urge to molest. Prison 
officials said it is up to him to decide when 
and if he receives the surgery. 
"Cost does not appear to be an issue at this 
point in that people are lining up for us to 
pay for this," said Victor Rodriguez, chair-
man of the Texas Board of Pardons and 
Paroles. 
McQuay was transferred Monday from a 
psychiatric prison in East Texas 250 miles 
away to the privately managed Central Texas 
Parole Violator Facility. 
----------------------------------
Big Bucks For College! 
fund~ 
Daily 6:45,9:00 
Fri,Sat,Sun mats; 2:00,4:30 
Adam 
Sandler 
appyGilmore 
Daily 7:15,9:30 
Bilko (PG) 5:15,7:30,9:40 
Fri,S,S,Moo mat;l2:45,3:00 
Mr. Wrong(PG13) 5:00,7:15,9:30 
Fri,S,S,Mon mat;12:30,2:45 
Up Close & Personal (PG 13) 4:30 
7:30,10:00 Fri,S,S,Moo mat; l:JO 
Oliver & Co. (G) 4:15,6:30,8:30 
Fri,S,S,Moo mats;l2:00.2:00 
Primal Fear® 4:00,7:00,9:45 
Fri,S,S,Mon mat; I :00 
All Dogs Go To Heaven( G) 4:45 
Fri,S,S,Moo mats; 12:15.2:30 
Diabolique(R) 7:45,10:10 
The Birdcage® 4:15,7:15,9:50 
Fri S,S,Mon mat; 1:30 
Executive Decisioo ® 
PRIMAL 
FEAR[!] 
Tnurh~>tonl' ~ 
Pit-1Ufl'N. 
Free Rei:iU on Popcorn {J Soit Drinks! 
SURPRISE 
YOUR 
FRIEND! 
Place a 
BIRTHDAY AD 
with a 
PHOTO AND 
MESSAGE 
in 
The Daily 
Eastern 
News 
(Deadline: 2 Business Days 
Before Ad is to run) 
. ~ 
:n.tay, April, 18 
. four-page senate .PublicatiOn 
aVailable Sometime next w8ek 
PRISCUA liNKER 
SWJwriatr 
The Senate Slate 'recognizes 
student organizations, gives the 
date of the Student Government 
''Certain sections of tile Senate 
Slaat will inform students o( spe-
cial projects the senate is doing. 
the name of the senate lDembien, 
and one section will explain the 
speaker of the senate's job." 
The Senate Slate, a four-page elections and informs students of 
publication made by ~ Student what bills and resolutions the sen-
Senate, will be available to stu- ate passes throughout the 
dents next week to help keep stu- semester, said trevor Griffin, 
dents updated on S_9Jdent Gov- ~t)airtnan of ihe. senate student 
emment . aware'ness committee. 
Griffin said he hopes the 
Senate Slate will help students 
know more about the senate and 
Student Government so they 
know when and where they can 
vote for elections. 
The publication will be avail-. · "Sections of the Senate Slate 
able· before the Student Gover- will focus on specific areas.of the 
nment elections oo Apri117. Student Senate," Griffin said. 
Piol(:~anthers, Coa~h Spoo ·make 
'egg'Ciliftd drop combincition · · 
By ELLEN EARDLEY . 
Staff editor 
Head Football Coach Bob Spoo will be the 
School of Technology's guest .. celebritY' and the 
Pink Paltlh&fl. wijljudae an egg dro~ contest 
~edneadayi SA.id Betsy. Miller, Academi Adviser 
(fr the SobQbl Dfrir.echaofogy. • -
' TK'e Wrftetf will be held at 2 p.m. 1at the south 
entrance of Klem Hall. 
Spoo will be the offici,l egg dropper, sending 
each egg down a runway off of the sec~od story 
of Klem. Once the egg reaches the end of a run-
way it will be in a free fall. 
" It's something kids can get involved in, so 
they can enjoy class," Miller said. 
Miller said each student is given a sheet of 
cardboard-type paper to design a container that 
will prevent the egg from cracking when it meets 
the asphalt two stories below. 
"Tiley get ptetty creative," Miller said. "We bad 
a test day so they could see how things work and 
one student made an Easter basket." 
Students in a introductory technical systems 
course are required to participate for a grade. 
Members of tbe Pink Panthers will serve as 
contest judges and will rate the survival of the egg 
on t.'scale from l to 10. 
We're supposed to judge how the things 
work." said Barbi Smyser, Pink Panther. 
Miller said the Pink Panthers will also provide) 
commentary while the eggs are dropping. j 
Rostenkowski pleads guilty to corruptio.n 
charges, accepts_ 1.7-mont~ prison -term 
Judge Nonna Holloway Johnson. 
SARA WONG\Assodate photo ecitor 
~ook, but don't touch 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Fonner ~· ~ Rostenkowski. Last month, she d~smissed . . . ·· ct.lij~'s' tlr&'t '~ost~nko'w&niett ' · , •. N,w ~·~Dolwl FUlk. ~~-o~~~!'" ~sii.l~~ .. ~-r~~­
to Congress about alleged plays thmugh a window Motulay ajttmtJOn OWSli:Ie ofthe JToon 'StaJron 
schemes involving ghost emp- on 1M Charleston Squo~. ritin~a\ts "Tn'cl"' Mea Committee, bas·agreed to plead 
gtiOIY to two corruption chaqes 
and accept a 17 -month prison 
term, a source close to his case 
said Monday. 
Rostentowski could be in 
court as early as this week to 
enter the plea to charges that 
effectively .ended his pOlitical 
carter, s-aid the source, who 
spoke on condition of IDOII)'Olity. 
No bearing bas been scheduled. 
In addition to the prilon time.. 
iiiri.i~i 
Charged t9.NN """~~!I 
verting $636.600 in federal ~ 
and SS6,267 in campaign funds 
to rus·personal use. 
The Chicago Democrat. who 
beaded Ways and Means from 
1981 until his indictment, lost 
his bid for a 19th icrm dW fall to 
. . 
I .I I ' I I • 
SUitPitiSE. You-. 
fRIE.NDI 
Republican Michael Flanagan, a 
lawyer seeking offiu for the first 
loyees on the payroll, personal 
purchases at the House sta- . Charle' ston resl·dent tionery store, cash-for-stamps at 
the House Post Office and velii- • 
time. .J 
The· 17 -count felony indict-
ment charged that Rosteokowski 
osed official funds to pay 
tmployees who performed main-
ly personal work lor him; con-
verted stationery, postal and 
home office allowances to his 
personal use; aod obsuucted jus-
tice. 
cleJ~=n~::~:c~ollowed• cited with DUI charge 
Supreme Court ruling, issued . 
about a year after Rosten- By BRITT CARSON 
kowsk.i's indictment, that oar- City editor ~Polic~ IJ!,:)- • rowed the scope of a federal ~:.L.:::.::::!:::.:._ _____ _ 
~w~ vigorously ~as 
·~~~ld-.J·:.bis ~. saymg · 
-outsiae "'die -federal courthouse 
where he was arraigned on June 
10, 1994: .. 1 will fight these false. 
cbargea end will prevail. I will 
walk away from mud that has 
been splattered upon my reputa-
tion.': His trial is. scheduled to 
start May 15 before U.S. District 
false-statements law. 
The remaining 3 counts 
cover mail fraud, wire fraud, wit-
ness tampering, embezzling pub-
lit funds and concealing a mate-
rial fact from the Federal 
Election Commission. 
Rostenkowsk.i did not answer 
the door at his home Monday, 
and he has an unlisted telephollf 
number. His lead attorney, Dan 
K. Webb of Chicago, was out of 
town and would not comment, 
Webb'a office said. 
-Hot Sandwiches 
•Salads 
eCheesestix 
your ohotce of .... 
• gartlc butter 
•nacho cheese 
•pizza sauce -Hot Wings 
348-54§4 
r-----~------------------~ I I 
I · I 
I I 
: 706 JackSon Ave. •Charleston•348-1905 : 
1 NEW .CIGAR SHIPMENT! ~ 
I · SO¢ Off Any Macanudo . 1 
I ._. I 
'="1'~......-,4,o}.-- · 
I 
~. 
Frank Smith, was cited with 
driving under the influence of 
alcohol at I :02 a .m. Sunday. 
Smith, 49, of 1631 Reynolds St., and improper lane usage in the 
was also cited for' disobeying a 200 block of Van Buren. 
stop sign in the 900 block of 3rd • Charles Swank, 18, of 
St. Mattoon, was cited on Friday a t 
In other police reports: 10:58_ p .m. wi.th ~ssession of 
• Oertjan Timmerman of 2414 alcohQJ by a nunor, Illegal trans-
Rastgate: ~is cite~ ~n '1.;2~- • portartOQ of.;aJodhol.ibd o~ra.: 
p.m . Thursday with driving lion of a vehicle with an expired 
under the influence, speeding, registration in the 200 block o( 
improper lighting - no tail lights Lincoln. ._ 
345-7849 
UStAUUNT 1.. 
IAN<lUD fACIUIY 
t 60Z. DRAFTS f 1.15 
i~ls d:l 
~~MI.L 
CouN1aY L VIDlo NIGHI' 
eo.e diDce willa Tex fioia 9 to t. tp.a 
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8 classified advertisin 
Services Offered 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS. Lose 
8-1 00 pounds. New metabolism 
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in 
3 weeks. Guaranteed results. $35 
cost. 1-800-666-3843. 
4/16 
Help Wanted 
USED CO's The area 's largest 
selection of used CO's, cassettes, 
concert T-Shirts , and video 
games. We buy, sell , and trade. 
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st. 
Mattoon. 234-3668 
__________ 5/6 
NATIONAL COMPANY NEED 
LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS. High 
income potential. No experience 
required. For info call 202-393-
7723. 
5/6 
=c~A~M~P~C~O~U~N~S~E~L~O~R~S~w-a-nted 
for private Michigan boys/girls 
summer camps. Teach: swim-
ming, canoeing , sailing , waterski-
ing , gymnastics, riflery, archery, 
tennis , golf, sports, computers , 
camping, crafts , dramatics, OR 
riding. Also kitchen , office, main-
tenance . Salary $1250 or more 
plus R&B . Camp LWC/GWCC , 
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708-
446-2444. 
__________ 5/1 
GREAT EMPLOYMENT. FULL 
TIME SUMMER . Drumtight 
Painting . $6 .50-1 0.00/hour. 
Naperville/Western Suburbs. 800-
622-7871 
4/12 
=c-=R..,..U'"'"I s-=-E=---oS'"'"H"'"'I=p=s_,N..,..O~W.,...,...,H~I Rl NG-
Earn up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World Travel (Hawaii , 
Mexico , the Caribbean , etc . ) 
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available . No experience 
necessary. For more information 
call1-206-971-3550 ext. C57385 
~--~-~---~4/25 
CHAMPAIGN COUNTRY CLUB 
now accepting applications for 
summer employment for the fol-
lowing positions: Lifeguards , 
Snack Bar, Beverage Cart , 
Wait/Bus Staff, Bartenders. Apply 
in person or send resume to: 
1211 S. Prospect Champaign, IL 
61820 
_________ 4/12 
Help Wanted 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT- Fishing Industry. Earn up 
to $3 ,000- $6 ,000+ per month. 
Room and Board! Transportation! 
Male/Female. No experience nec-
essary! (206) 971-3510 ext 
A57383. 
==~~~~~~~~_4/16 
GET A LIFE!! Rapidly advancing 
telecommunications co. offering 
personal freedom for aggressive 
self starters- be your own boss 
with flexible hours. Call for more 
info. 345-5283 
--~---~---4/9 
EARN GREAT MONEY and valu-
able sales & marketing experi-
ence. Memolink is coming to EIU 
this fall! We need one highly moti-
vated individual to help us coordi-
nate our project. Call Dave at 
(800) 563-6654 for more info. 
-~~=~~--~-~4/11 
WANTED: Mature, dependable 
upper classmen to be PEER 
HELPERS to incoming freshman 
fall semester. Application may be 
picked up in 111 Blair Hall. 
Completed applications are due 
April26. 
4/15 
~H=E~L~P~W..,..A~N~T=E=o-: ..,..N~E~E=D~BUS I-
NESS MAJOR TO FILL STU-
DENT BUSINESS MANAGER 
POSITION. Apply at Student 
Publications , Gallery of the 
Union! 
Wanted 
__________ 5/6 
FEMALE VOCALIST FOR 
ALTERNATIVE BAND. CALL 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 345-
9100 
Adoption 
__________ 4/22 
LET'S HELP EACH OTHER 
ADOPTION: Full time mom and 
devoted dad can provide your 
newborn with a loving, warm and 
financially stable home filled 
with joy and laughter . 
Financial assistance. Please 
call any time Donna and Dennis 
1-800-314-4265. 
4/15 
AT-o~o~P~T~I~O~N~:-c~o-up~l~e-o~f~fe_r_s your 
baby a future filled with love and 
happiness. Call Debbie Collect 
(618) 692-6300. (Barb/Bob). 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: _______________ ___ 
Phone: ________ Student 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run _______________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: ______________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ___________ _ 
Person accepting ad, _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
I TUESDAY 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 
Adoption 
_________ 4/23 
IF YOU DECIDE ADOPTION is 
best for you and your baby, 
please consider us. Loving , 
devoted , secure couple with 
beautiful 5-year-old adopted 
daughter eagerly seek infant to 
join their family. Continuing con-
tact, if you desire. Please contact 
Rita and Jon through our 
Adoption Advocate , 1-800-852-
4294, code #424681. 
Roommates 
__________ 4/11 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 
$265 a month. Quiet environ-
ment. 348-0979 
4/12 
=F~E7M~A~L-,E~N~E~E~D~S~A~N~O~THER 
FEMALE FOR ROOMMATE for 
fall and spring. Please contact 
Kara at 348-1435 
4/12 
=F=EM~A7L=E~R~O~O~M~M~A~T~E~N7.E~EDED 
for Fall and Sp. 96-97. Contact 
LaTonya at 345-4544 or 581-
Sublessors 
5708 
__________ 4/10 
SUMMER-SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED. Own room in Park Place. Call 
for a great deal on a great apart-
ment. 345-1 006 
4/12 
~2--4~S..,..U-,M~M~E~R~S~U..,..B~L E=s-=-s 0 R S 
NEEDED for large 2 bedroom 
Park Place Apt. Fully Furnished. 
Call 345-4876 
4/10 
=s7CU7M'""'"M""'"'E=R=--=s-,-U""'B'""'"L-=E=s-=s-=o-=Ro-:-:-:N E EO-
ED : Park Place Apts. 
$166.25/month , plus utilities. Call 
348-0463. 
4/12 
-=-1 --=3:-::F:-::E:-:-M-:-A:-cL:-:E::---cS::-U:-:-:::B7L~E-;:;S-:::o-:S 0 R S 
FOR SUMMER. Close to cam-
pus. 345-5648 
4/12 
-=---=B::-::E::-:D:o-:R=-o=-=o'""'"M-=---=Fc:-U:-::R:-:N7olc=S H ED 
APARTMENT. Central air, no 
pets. Move in June 1st. $235 or 
negotiable. Call 345-7922 
4/12 
3~S'""'"U~B~L~E~S~S~O~R~S~N~E~E=D~E=o=-for 3 
bedroom apartment , close to 
campus , for summer '96 , Call 
348-1802 
__________ 4/11 
For Rent 
4-5 GIRLS, cozy 3 bedroom fur-
nished house for '96-'97 school 
year, appliances, near Old Main. 
348-8406. 
5/6 
:-L;-;:1 N-c:C::-0::::-;-L"'""'N"'""'W"""O=-o=o,...-;:;Pc;-;1 N;-;-;::-E:;;T=R E E . 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS , 
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR , 
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTE-
NANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-
6000 
5/6 
'""""'V~E""'R"'""'Y;-;LA--;;-;R"""'G""E;=-;:2:-B"'"E"'"D=R-;:;0:-::0'"M.-apt. 
3-4 people furnished . Garbage 
disposal , dishwasher, central air, 
and decks 10 mo. lease Call 345-
2363 
5/6 
:cM:-c-:A-=R:-::T::-:H-;-;-;U-=Rc-:-:M:-:A-::N-:cO~R-A~PA-;;-;RT-
MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97 
school year. Two bedroom fur-
nished Apartments 12-month 
lease 345-2231 
5/6 
~-=B-=E::-::0:-:R-=-o-=--=o..,..M~A~P=T-=s-.-=FUR-
NISHED, DISHWASHER , 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN-
TRAL AIR , AND DECKS . 
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 345-
2363 
5/6 
73~0-=R~4~=-B~E-=o-=R=-o-=-o~M7,-..,.-V=ERY 
LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FUR-
NISHED , DISHWASHER , 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CEN-
TRAL AIR, AND DECKS. 10 MO, 
LEASE. CALL 345-2363 
5/6 
'""'U""'N"'IQ;;:-;U""""E;::-;-H;-:;:O'"M"'"'E::-;S::--=P-=R::;:O:-::P:-::E;-;:R=TIES, 
345-5022: Atrium Sunrise 
Apartments. Call us for personal 
appointment. Come see luxury 
living , indoor pool , hot tub, exer-
cise equipment, laundry facilities. 
3 bedroom apartments with vani-
ties in each bedroom & free park-
ing. Also available: 1 bedroom 
with den at 1617 9th St. 5 bed-
room house close to campus. 
5/6 
=s7CU'"'"M""'"'M-==E-=R-A~P~A-=R-=T'""'"M""'"'E=-N:-:-=T-=s--:6 I 1 -
7/31. $300/month. Phone 348-
7746 from 9-5. 
~~-===----o=~~=--:--,-:----5/5 SUMMER STORAGE starting at 
$30/month. Sizes 4X12 and up. 
Phone 348-7746 from 9-5. 
515 
A""'V.:-:A-:clc;-LA-;-;::;B7L=E~A'"'"U-;-;G;;:-;U:-;-S::::T:;:-;;2:-;b~e~d;-:-:room 
furnished apartment. Twelve 
ACROSS 24 Draft letters 52 Class in which 
Keynes is 
taught 1 Fight (with) 26Go by 
down and dirty 21 To be, to 
7 Low in pitch Tacitus 
11 Merchandise: 30 Ballet step 
Abbr. 32 Manacles 
14 Enfeeble 33 Skill 
15 Rights org . 35 Hams it up 
since 1920 36 See 17 -Across 
16Meadow 38 Visitors from 
17 With 36- and afar 
59-Across, 40 Succinct 
words of 41 French pronoun 
Alexander Pope 42 Part of a 
19 Strike caller shepherd 's 
20Autumn flock 
occurrence 43Seven--
21 Exigency 47 Changes the 
22 Post-sunburn decor of 
experience 49 Sorority letter 
23 Actor Cariou 51 Born 
USA-26 WGN-16, 9C WILL-12 
53 0ne Miss 
America 
measurement 
sa Military group 
58 "Caught you'" 
59 See 1 7 -Across 
61 Obtain 
62 Big name in 
little blocks 
63 Have relevance 
64 Superman 's 
symbol 
65 At the apex of 
66 Worshiper 
DOWN 
1 Mix up, as a 
deck of cards 
2 Ovid work 
3 Fishing lures 
4 Actor Mineo et 
al. 
5 Organizers ' 
aids 
6 Blunder 
7 Morally low 
8 Yearn (for) 
9 Baseball 
runner 's tactic 
10 Baltimore paper 
11 These have 
sticky sticks 
12 Land for a 
manor house 
LIF-40 
6:00 News News News SportsCenter 'Mngs Family Matters News w/ Lehrer Commish 
6:30 NBC News Ent. Tonight Wheel of Fortune Up Close 'Mngs Newhart 
For Rent 
month lease 348-7746. 
__________ 516 
ROOMS FOR RENT- Women 
only. Large house fully furn. 
Singles and Doubles. 1 blk from 
Union. $220.00 month util incl. 
For Rent 
and A/C . Pat Novak (708) 789-
3772. 
__________ 4/9 
ONE BEDROOM, NICE, LARGE, 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 12 
month lease, 4 1/2 blocks from 
cam us cligs 
PHI BETA LAMBDA chapter meeting at 7 p.m.~t:;;,o-:ni,.g;-ht:-:-in""'t"'h•e-:P"'a,.r:-is 
room. 
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in LH 
127. 
SWORDFIGHTER'S GUILD meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the South 
Quad, weather permitting. 
BGC social meeting at 2 p.m. today in the Martinsville room. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION nominations for office at 6 p.m. tonight in 
the Effingham room. All paid members please attend. 
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting at 7 p .m. tonight in the 
Martinsville room. We'll have a guest speaker on Nutrition. 
HONORARY ORDER OF Omega executive board meeting at 8:30 
p.m. tonight in the Kansas room. 
HONORARY ORDER OF Omega meeting at 9 p.m. tonight in the 
Kansas room. Voting on Scholarship. 
ROTARACT MEETING at 6 p.m. tonight in the Union walkway. Meet 
to finish fliers for fund raiser. 
EIU THEATRE DEPT. play MUD at 8 p.m. tonight in the Studio 
Theatre. Benefit Literacy program Project Pal. 
LATINO AMERICAN STUDENT Organization meeting at 7 p .m. 
tonight in the Greenup room. Discussion on Constitution. 
SAFCS MEETING and speaker from Public Health Dept. at 6 p.m. 
tonight in 110 Klehm Hall. 
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, & Allies Union meeting at 7 p.m. tonight 
in 210 Coleman Hall. We will view an episode of Oprah: About 
Bullies. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA philanthropic meeting at 8:30 p.m. tonight in 
21 Ringenberg. Call Jennifer at 8101 if you can 't attend. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Special Events meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in 
21 Ringenberg. Call Michele at 8101 if you can't attend. 
BSU MEETING at 6 p.m. tonight in the Effingham room. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA sorority Gree God & Goddess Contest 7-9 
p.m. tonight in the Greek Court Common Area. 
NRHH MEETING at 6 p .m . tonight in Thomas Hall Classroom . 
Nominations for the Exec. board will take place. 
E.A.R.T.H . meeting at 7:30 p .m. tonight in 337 Coleman Hall. 
Camping , Peacefest, and more. All are welcome. 
PHI SIGMA PI meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Effingham room. Exec. 
board meeting at 6 p.m. 
CAREER PLANNING & Placement Center "Teacher Placement Day 
Orientation" at 7 p.m. , Wednesday April 10, in the Charleston/Mattoon 
room. All students welcome. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be 
edited for available space. 
13 Dry, as a plant 
18 Liable to cause 
injury 
22 Springs from a 
pen 
25 Boxes 
27 7 -Up flavorers 
29 Level of 
authority 
31 Part of many 
university 
names 
34 Tennis player 
Richards 
35 Plumed heron 
36 What the 
dissolute sow 
37 Most recent 
38 Farmland, e .g. 
39 Spongers 
44 Make beloved 
4$ Charge with gas 
46 Farm machine 
48 Linen item 
so Trod the boards 
54 "Othello " villain 
55 Support 
57 Singer Guthrie 
59 Site of many 
keys : Abbr. 
60 - - pro nobis 
APRIL 9 
Fox-8 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9 51 TBS-18 
Roseanne Beyond 2000 Carmen Sandiego Funniest Home .. . 
Simpsons Next Step Bill Nye Funniest Home ... 
7:00 Wheel Of Fortune The Client Roseanne Murder, She Wrote Movie: Cyborg Nova Unsolved Mysteries Movie: The Good Son Pandas: A Giant Little House on Movie: The Final 
7:30 Inside Edition Coach Calgary '88 Stirs The Prairie Countdown 
8:00 Wings The Client Home lmprov. Boxing: Tate- Frontline Movie:The Price Myst. Universe Bonanza 
8:30 3rd Rock/Sun Dana Carvey Expedition McCallum She Paid World of Wonder 
9:00 Frasier Movie: Face OF Evil Turning Point Antarctica News Wisdom ot Faith Star Trek: Voyager Outlaws & Lawmen News Baseball: Braves 
9:30 John Larroquette Baseball Tonight w/ Huston Smith Firing Line at Dodgers 
10:00 Dateline NBC News News Silk Stalkings Night Court As Time Goes By Unsolved Myst. Final Justice Next Step Cinema 
10:30 Nightline (1 0:35) SportsCenter Simon & Simon Movie Cops Beyond 2000 Movie 
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White Sox glad to be home after six-game road trip 
CHICAGO (AP) - After opening the season with six 
games on the road - four of which ended in one-run 
losses, the Chicago White Sox are glad to be home. 
"It seems like we 've been out of spring training for a 
long time, to be honest. We'd like to play in front of our 
crowds," White Sox manager Terry Bevington said. 
The Sox play their first home game Tuesday at 
Comiskey Park, facing baseball ' s hottest team, the 
Texas Rangers, who at 6-0 are off to the fastest start by 
an American League team in four years. 
The Sox are expecting a crowd of around 30,000 fans 
and will get a small break from the winter weather that 
has enveloped the city the last week. 
The forecast calls for cloudy weather with tempera-
tures in the mid 40s, not warm but not freezing like last 
week when the Chicago Cubs played in the snow with a 
12-degree wind chill. 
Chicago Bulls star Scottie Pippen will throw out the 
first pitch. 
The White Sox, who started slowly last season, are 2-
4. 
"We could very easily be 6-0 going home, " said 
Frank Thomas, who had three homers and seven RBis in 
the first week. 
"We've lost all the close games, " Thomas said. "I 
don't know if that's a good sign or a bad sign. But 
we ' ve been in all the games. " The Rangers' pitching 
has been key to their quick getaway. 
They've allowed only 12 runs, and the defense has 
made only two errors. Texas has scored 40 runs, and the 
6-0 start ties a club record set in 1979. Kevin Gross will 
start Tuesday's game. 
Texas could be without slugger Juan Gonzalez, who 
was hit in the forearm with a pitch from New York's 
Dwight Gooden in the first game of a doubleheader 
Sunday. 
Kevin Tapani, who had to leave his start at Seattle on 
Wednesday after three innings when he strained a groin 
muscle, will start for the White Sox. Tapani, signed as a 
free agent in the offseason after spending last season 
with Minnesota and the Dodgers, has made 161 straight 
starts since August 1990. 
Cubs hold off Rockies' rally for win Bullets' Wallace arrested 
DENVER (AP) - With a 
bright sun and a temperature of 
70 degrees, it was, as Chicago's 
Mark Grace noted, '' a perfect day 
to play baseball." 
up." The Cubs , winning their 
lOth straight road opener, built a 
6-0 lead off Kevin Ritz ( 1-1) after 
two innings, then finished off Ritz 
in the seventh. 
just in the wrong spot." Ritz said 
his curveball to Servais was one 
of several bad pitches he made 
early in the game and again in the 
seventh. 
DURHAM, N.C . (AP) - Washington Bullets rookie forward 
Rasheed Wallace, who is sidelined with a broken left thumb, was 
arrested over the weekend in North Carolina and charged with misde-
meanor assault. 
Grace was plenty perfect him-
self. 
With one out, Grace doubled 
for his third hit of the day. One 
out later, Luis Gonzalez was 
intentionally walked and Servais 
homered to left. 
Reliever Terry Adams (1-0) 
gave the Cubs four solid innings, 
striking out his last four batters. 
His four innings and six strike-
outs both were career highs. 
The team's top draft pick was arrested Sunday and charged after 
allegedly failing to obey a restraining order filed against him by 
Chiquita Bryant, police said. Bryant is Wallace's ex-girlfriend and 
mother of his son Ishmiel, according to police. 
He went 4-for-4, including 
three doubles, and drove in three 
runs - and still had to yield the 
spotlight to teammate Scott 
Servais, who drove in a career-
high five runs with a home run 
and double. 
The Cubs blew a 6-0 lead but 
Servais ' three-run homer in the 
seventh gave them a 9-6 win 
Monday and spoiled the Colorado 
Rockies ' home opener. 
Rockies manager Don Baylor 
defended the decision to walk 
Gonzalez, who was hitting .330 
for his career against Colorado 
with five homers and 23 RBis. 
Servais, meanwhile, had a career 
average of .210 against Colorado. 
Doug Jones pitched the ninth 
for his first save. 
Both Grace and Servais are on 
early-season tears for the Cubs, 
who are hitting .304 as a team. 
"I'm off to a decent start," Servais 
said. "I was just trying to have a 
quality at-bat and hit the ball hard 
and maybe drive in a run. I got 
lucky and came out a bit better 
than that." 
"It was just an unfortunate incident between Rasheed and the moth-
er of his child regarding some visitation situation," Bill Strickland, 
Wallace's agent, said Monday night before the Bullets' game against 
Miami in Landover, Md. 
Strickland said he would recommend that Wallace not speak to the 
media about the incident. Wallace watched Monday's game in street 
clothes. 
The 6-foot-1 0 Wallace, who played his college basketball at the 
University of North Carolina, is scheduled to make a court appearance 
May 7. However, Strickland said he expected the couple to reach an 
understanding before then. "Scotty Servais had an awe-
some game, " Grace said. "He 
drove in some huge runs for us, 
and the bullpen made it stand 
"Gonzalez has killed us too 
many times," Baylor said. "I'll 
take my chances with Servais. I 
thought we could get Servais out 
with a breaking ball. There ' s no 
second-guessing. The pitch was 
Grace 's three RBis helped fuel 
the Cubs' early spurt. 
Wallace, who had started 51 games, broke his thumb two weeks ago 
in Washington's 111-108 overtime loss to Orlandoto miss the remain-
der of the season. 
The Daily Eastern News 
For Rent 
4 BR HOUSES, W/D, 3 Blocks to 
EIU . Jim Wood , C21 Wood . 345-
4489 
4/10 
~H~O~U~S~E~~F~O~R~~R~E~N~T~.~Great 
Location. Low rent. 3 bedroom. 
Call Mike ASAP at 581-6812 
~c==-=--=--c~--.,....---4/1 0 
1 BEDROOM apartments still 
available . Call Oldetowne 
Management 345-6533. 
5/6 
=E=F=F.,..,I C""I""E""'N..,..C""Y,.,---A""P""T=.-A""'V""'A.,....,.,I L-.· for 
FA96. 897-6266 
4/10 
.,.-1 -=B"'D""R""M-;-;Ac-;:P:::;;T:-. -;A-v-,ai,-la-:-b.,.-le--;-;M,-ay 96-
97 , trash & water included. Call 
348-0819 (leave message) 
4/12 
2:::--A~PA~R-:;:T7M;-;:E=-::N-;-:T:;:--B;::;-;-;U-;-;I L-;D"""I N G S 
behind Jerry's Pizza. Call 345-
3059 
=~~c--=~=-=-=-=~-==c--c4/12 
PRIVACY. ONE ROOM Efficiency 
Apt. All fresh & clean. A/C, coin 
laundry. Jim Wood , C21 Wood , 
345-4489 
=~c:-:---==-===:-:-=:-:-4/12 
RENTAL PROPERTY. Efficiency 
Apt. 501 1/2 Taylor, Fully fur-
nished , lease & deposit . 345-
6011 after 5:30 345-9462 
:::--;::-=....,-,=-----:----:--:-::::--4/12 
2 BR APT, carpet , A/C , OFF 
street parking , 2 blks from cam-
pus. 345-9636 after 5:00 pm. 
4/19 
4-;-;:;B:::D:-;:R:-:-M-;-;-H""O""U-;-::S:c;E::---;cA V.;-;'A-;-1;;-L-. -;-fo-r sum-
mer. 897-6266 
4/10 
=Fo=R--cR=-=E::-:N=T.-R=o-=o=-=-M-:-:s=-=F:-::0:-::R::-.M EN 
IN MY HOUSE. Quiet , serious 
students only. Fall/Spring , 
$185/month, 9-month contract. 
Summer, $110 per month. Most 
utilities included. Kitchen privi-
leges. One block from campus. 
Diane, 345-7266 after 5 p.m . 
5/6 3;;--;:B:-;:D~R""M-;-,-2=-=B:-:A-:;:T::-H;-;-;H~O-:-U:-;:S:-;:E~.· 4-6 
people , appliances , W/D, part. 
fum ., 10 month lease. 348-5418 
~c=-~~c=--=--c----c---4/19 
NICE HOUSE-S bedrooms, look-
ing for 5 students at $175 per 
month . 345-2730 
4/10 
=pAc-=R..,-Kc-=P.,--L-.,-A--=c--=E~A-=P....,A--=R=T=M-o=E NT -1 
large bedroom fully furnished 
apartment available for '96- '97 
school year. Call 345-5248 
4/16 
4-:---::Bc=E:-::D:-=Ro-:0""0=-Mo-:---;H-:-0=-:-:U=s=E-:F=-:O=R 4-6 
PEOPLE available for next school 
year. 953 Division Street. Tel : 
345-5728 
_________ 4/11 
classified advertising~---
For Rent 
SUPER SPECIAL. Newly fur-
nished . Close to campus. 2 bed-
room apartment, $250 each per 
two , $200 each per three. 
Includes water, garbage , ten 
month lease. 348-0288 
4/10 
=o..,.-N;-;:E:--;:;B-;:E;-;:D:-::R:c-:0:::-0:::-;-M;-;::O:-::R:;-:;T:-;-;-H R E E 
BEDROOM furnished houses . 
Deposit required. Available June 
1. 345-4010 
__________ 5/6 
For Sale 
SONY PLAYSTATION , games, 
controller, D.J ., speakers. Call for 
Details 345-6247 
4/15 
:-::, 9-..,1-S=-:-:u=z-:-:Uc:-:K:-:-1 -=s::-:-I=D-=Ec:-:K:-:-1 C-:::-:-:K----:-4 W D , 
4DR, A/C, AM/FM CASS, 69,000 
mi. $6, 700.00. 345-5191 
4/12 
=p~LA7:-:-N=T-cs=-A~L-::E=-,-:L-:I=F=E-cS=-C~IENCE 
204, Prices 1.00 to 8.00 each 
=-:-:-:.,.,...,-,--;:~=-::c:c=-=--o--:-:-:=-:-774./9 
STAMINA EXERCISE MACHINE, 
orig. 85.00 for sale 50.00, phone 
345-4864 
4/9 
Lost & Found 
FOUND: ONE SILVER KEY on a 
K .C . Summers Dealership 
Keyring. Found outside of Health 
Services . Come to Student 
Publications to claim. 
4/10 
Announcements 
DRIVING DRUNK ON CAMPUS, 
April 11th in the 9th Street 
Parking Lot. 
4/11 
T=oY-;;P::cl::cNco:G:---:cW:-::1::-L~L-=T::-Y:=P:-::E:-A:-cN:-;cY:-::T=H I NG 
on short notice; flexible rates. Call 
Bri any hour 345-6544. 
4/9 
=Bo=D.,-:Y=B.,.-:U:;-;-1 L-=D:-::E:-::R:-::S""'/W:-:-=E::-:IG:::cH:-;:T::::L--;-::1 FTE 
RS get bigger and stronger with 
supplements. Call 348-0819 
leave message 
4/12 
;::::D=R-:-U;-;:N-;-;K-;-;:D:;-;R:::-1;;-V""I ::-:N~G:-:::;z-=o:-:-N~E 9th 
Street Parking Lot, April 11th 
4/11 
c=-o~Nc::G:-::R:-A:-::T;:-;U-;-;L-A:-=T;:-;1~0-.,..N:-::S:--=G=RANT 
ARMSTRONG and the Delta 
Sigs, you did great! Good luck 
during Greek Week, I know you 'll 
make me proud! Love-Jill 
__________ 4/9 
Doonesbury 
tOOK, MIKE, YOU'!?£ NOT 
7He ONt.Y ON/3 HUR:T/NG 
H/31<&, 7H&58 1<!1?.3.41$N'T 
JUST MY l3MIUJY/3E:S-
7H&Y'f<E. MY FR/eNf?§l 8UT 
THe COMPANY f/45 7V 
MISTER BOFFO 
ONt.Y IF N& 5{JI<V/Vl3 CAN tuf3 
!<Ei.JeJU CXV<:'3el.VI33.' ANt? IF 
W/3 RaVW aJR!3eWC:S, tveU 
eRaU, ANt? HIR& HUNI?R131?5 
OF KJf?!0 AN1?7Hf3N7HIJI{)5).'1NP.5:• 
ANt? 7HEN M1ERII':A 
Ti-lE. ~ee::e:Z~'IZ 
usc:vm ~ M15T~IZ 
BIGJ Sl-laf. f'JI t¥:JIJ 
THE. .!'C£. N\AkE\2 17 
STCAUN0 ~I? -mUNCfl< 
AN[) HE: ~'I 
LlkS II ONE. 
BIT! 
Announcements 
DELTA ZETA INFORMATIONAL 
Party tonight at 6 :30. For rides or 
info., call Stacey 581-6849 or 
Courtney 345-9234 
4/9 
~S-:-A-.,-L~E=-G=--=O....,I~N--=G=---=0-:-N~!~!!~W~H~E=RE? 
"JUST SPENCE'S", 1148 SIXTH 
ST. OPEN TUESDAY THROUGH 
SATURDAY 1:30-5:00. 345-1469. 
4/11 
S~u=p-=p~O~R~T~--=P~A~N~H~E==-LL~ENIC 
FUNDRAISER , buy Discount 
Card for $5 from Sorority 
Women-Recieve Discounts from 
local businesses. 
4/12 
"'H~E""Y;-;;:G::-;0:-0=F-, -g-e.,.-t -.,-t h;-r_o_u_g-:-h this 
week and boy we will take you 
and the Taylor girls out this week-
end , your racquetball partner. 
__________ 4/11 
Announcements 
ATTENTION SENIORS: YOU 
CAN STILL ORDER PERSONAL-
IZED GRADUATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AT 
TOKENS . 25 FOR 39.95. 
ORDER TODAY 
4/23 
T=H~A7::-:N~K~S~T~O~A~L~L7W:-::H~O:::c-oH7.E=LPED 
OUT AT THE EASTER BUNNY 
EVENT on Saturday. You all 
helped make it a success! 
4/9 
S~l G~K""'Ac-;:P~T""U""G""S:-:-;W-;;-;-e-a_r_e_d.,...-oi ng 
awesome, lets keep up the hard 
work! Love, Cheech 
4/9 
;::::P::-:H-;-1 ""S:;-:IG:::-::-:M""A-;::;cS~IG~M""A-;--, .,-:Y;-o-u...,.la-dies 
are doing a great job with Greek 
Sing. Keep up the hard work. Phi 
Sig Love, Erin 
__________ 4/9 
-~ 
~I 
I 
I 
I 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
by Joe Martin 
ANO'll462~N 
WHY IHE.Y SAY 'THe: 
CI<ISYEI<'S AIZE 11-lE 
GO~P HOUNDS 
OF lf-\E !<ER<'IGE~1W 
Y- 9-9,;. 
hnp \\ \\ \\ ' ' r'- t-: 1 1 ~1 n~.· 1 u :-. ~r-.. tw ll t' ht) f! i. , l!u r1 
Announcements 
TIM BURNS OF SIGMA NU , 
Good luck on your senate race , 
we are all behind you . 
4/12 
~B~U~Y~D:::-:-::IS::-;C::-;O~U~N~T~C~A~R~D=-s~FOR 
$5 to recieve great discounts 
from area businesses. Tickets 
can be purchased from women in 
any sorority. 
4/12 
:-:W:-=E:-=B-:-:U-:-:Y:-C:::-:-L o=-T=-H:-:=E=S-A~N-:cD=-M IS-
CELLANEOUS! CALL "JUST 
SPENCE ' S " 345-1469. 1148 
SIXTH ST. 
4/11 
c=07N:-::G::-:R:::-A""T""U,..,.,...LA-=-:T::::-Ic::O::-:N""S:::--- TO 
GRANT OF DELTA SIGMA PHI! 
We love our AGB! Love Angela 
and Kristin 
~=-=----,,..,...,.-,----,------4/9 
EICC will be having a meeting 
tonight at 7 pm at Stix. 
Announcements 
__________ 4/9 
DAVE WILTON , Thanks for all 
your help with Greek Sing. You 're 
great. Phi Sig Love, Erin 
4/9 
A7~R-;:::E,-;Y,.,-O:::-:-:U-:G:::-O=o-=D:-A-:cT:;:-;:D:-::R::-:177.VI NG 
DRUNK? Test your skills, April 
11th in the 9th Street Parking Lot. 
_________ 4/11 
ALPHA PHI INFORMATIONAL-
April 1Oth at 7:00. We hope to 
see you all there. For rides and 
info. call Christine-581-6765 
;-:-----;---,------,,....,..4/1 0 
Hurry up and place an ad today. 
For more information call 581-
2812 
:--;;-----:--:-::---.,.-H/A 
Sell your unwanted items in the 
Classified Section of the Daily 
Eastern News 
1 0 Tuesday, April 9, 1996 The Daily Eastern News 
Golf team fnishes 11th in Tennessee Invitational 
them for 53. By MATT WILSON 
Staff writer 
This past Saturday, the Eastern 
Illinois men's golf team competed 
in the Tennessee State Invitation-
al. Eastern finished 11 out of 12 
teams in the meet, posting a team 
score of 642. 
Morton brought his yearly aver-
age down to an 81.2, Bland 
brought his yearly average down 
to an 83.7, Jacobi brought his 
yearly average down to an 87.2, 
Smaizys brought his yearly aver-
age down to a 91.2 and Biggs has 
a yearly average of 83.5. 
said Monee!. "The course we are 
playing at next weekend is a very 
tough course." 
Monee! was happy with the 
way the Jeremy Morton and Luke 
Bland played the tournament, and 
was happy with Mark Smaizys' 
second round. He was also very 
happy that they beat Kentucky 
State. Some of the individual scores 
for the thirty-six-hole golf tourna-
ment were Jeremy Morton with a 
15 5, which tied him for 3 3, and 
Luke Bland with a 157, which 
tied him for 42. 
Eastern head coach Mike 
Monee! was pleased with the 
course they played at this week 
and is looking forward to the 
course his team will play at next 
weekend. 
Monee! said that Eastern com-
peted in a very tough tournament 
this past weekend. 
"The field we competed against 
this weekend was very tough," 
said Monee!. "The field coming 
up this weekend is much more in 
our range with Bradley, Loyola 
Also, Cory Biggs, Mark 
Smaizys and Brian Jacobi all 
posted scores of 167, which tied 
"The course we played at this 
weekend was a very good course, 
a PGA tour event is played there," 
HARRY frompage12------
ball. Sure, he's is employed by WGN, but he does-
n't play up the Tribune Company - which owns 
the superstation. Sure, he is friends with many of 
the players, but he doesn't broadcast to make them 
look good. 
Harry is in the business for the fans. 
"Without the fans, there would not be baseball," 
Harry said. "The owners wouldn't own a team and 
the players wouldn't have a team to play for." 
Harry understands the fact that fans drive the 
game and, while he doesn't think it will happen, 
he can foresee a time when baseball will be in 
danger of dying out. 
"Baseball will never die," he said. "The only 
time baseball will have to worry is when a man 
can't take his wife and two little kids to the ball-
park because it costs too much. And they're rapid-
ly getting there. 
"(When) you pay $20 - in some places $50 -
for a ticket, $20-$25 to park, the outrageous 
prices they charge you for hot dogs and beer and 
soda pop, that day is coming. And when that day 
comes, (it's) the only thing that might kill base-
ball." 
Harry also understands where the problems in 
baseball are coming from - and it's not the fans. 
"Any troubles in baseball come from the own-
ers and players, he said. "(The high prices) come 
from your top management, whose excuse for 
charging those prices is to pay the high salaries of 
the players. 
"So again you come to a situation where its the 
fault of the owners and the players. Both are radi-
cally wrong, there's not one right side and one 
wrong side - both are wrong because they don't 
think about the fans." 
Harry has more insight than the owners and 
players put together. 
His understanding of the game makes him a 
better broadcaster. 
Other broadcasters know what's going on, but 
they haven't been around to see what's happened 
to the sport like Harry has. 
And Harry said baseball itself does not change. 
"There's not a thing different about the game," 
he said. "It's still 90 feet between bases, 60 feet 6 
inches between the rubber and the plate. Nothing 
changes about baseball except the people who 
play it and manage it." 
Hopefully, Harry will remain like the game 
itself- unchanging. 
His unique style and insight make him one of 
the most recognizeable figures in broadcasting, 
and his personality adds to it. 
and Evanston." 
Monee! said the weather this 
weekend was much better than the 
weather in the past weekends' 
meets, so it didn't affect the team's 
play at all. 
Monee! seemed to be happy, 
but at the same time disappointed, 
with this meet. 
"I expected a couple of guys to 
play better," said Monee!. "Our 
goal was to shoot under 320 for 
both days and the first day we 
shot a 324 and the second time we 
broke 320." 
Monee! said golf is more of an 
individual sport than a team sport. 
Each person has to play to the 
best of their ability and two play-
ers did while the other two came 
up short of meeting their expecta-
tions. 
However, Monee] said he saw 
one major problem at the invita-
tional. 
"A couple of guys are lacking 
consistency which comes with 
practice," said Monee!. "And we 
haven't had much practice because 
of the weather conditions." 
The two main golfers that 
Monee! said competed well were 
Bland and Morton. 
Eastern next competes in the 
Bradley University Invitational on 
Friday and Saturday. 
Hornets' victory ends 
Bulls' streak at home 
CHICAGO (AP)- The Hornets (39-37) moved 1 {games ahead of 
Miami for the final Eastern Conference postseason spot - and the 
right to meet the Bulls in the first round of the playoffs with a 98-97 
victory. 
Charlotte played almost the entire second half without its best 
player, Larry Johnson, who hurt his right hand. 
Kenny Anderson scored 20 points and Matt Geiger 14 for the 
Hornets, who trailed 67-56 with five minutes left in the third quar-
ter. 
Charlotte then went on a 28-5 run - capped by two 3-pointers 
each by Curry and Geiger - to take an 84-72 lead early in the fourth. 
Near the end the run, Chicago's Dennis Rodman - who had been 
on his best behavior since returning last week from a six-game sus-
pension for head-butting a referee - cast a look of disbelief at Phil 
Jackson when the coach removed him from the game. 
Rodman had started complaining to referee Woody Mayfield and 
Jackson didn't want him to get a technical foul. Rodman, who had 
problems with coaches in San Antonio and Detroit but has enjoyed 
playing for the easy-going Jackson, was obviously upset. 
Teammate and confidante Jack Haley tried to talk to his friend on 
the bench, but Rodman just waved him away. When Haley persist-
ed, Rodman covered his ears until Haley left. 
University Board 
Is Pleased to Announce the 
1996 Homecoming Committee and Theme 
Activities 
Quincy Souza 
Jenny Uphoff 
Booklet 
Gary Ballinger 
Bryan Gutraj 
Katie Himes 
Mirjam Schuchmann 
Coronation 
Jason Anselment 
Jennifer Kohl 
Overall Coordinator 
Stuart R. Kaeding Kickoff Beth Romano 
Ruthie Rundle 
Parade 
Elections 
Jennifer Daulby 
Jaime Debouck 
Jocelyn Locke 
Secretary 
April Belva 
Spirit 
Jenny Ashby 
Seth Wasson 
Dan Crowley 
Melissa Girten 
Jen Ruscitti 
Heidi Stralow 
Publicity/Promotions 
Chris Boyster 
Missa Beck 
"Legends of the Silver Screen" 
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Illinois on deck for Panthers TENNIS from page 12 ----------
By BRIAN LESTER 
Associate sports editor 
they have been playing well this year," Schmitz 
said. "(Matt) Broom is going to have to set the tone 
from the hill and get guys out early." 
Eastern's baseball team has a big week ahead of The Illini enter today's contest with the hopes of 
avenging last season's two-game sweep by Eastern. 
The Panthers won the first game 6-5 and then took 
the second game 6-3 . 
them. 
The Panthers will travel to Champaign this after-
noon for a 3 p.m . game against the Big Ten's 
University of Illinois before wrapping up their 
two-game road trip with the University of Indiana 
Illinois boasts an 18-12 mark and are currently 
7-2 at home this year after taking two games from 
Purdue University on Sunday, winning 12-9 and 
11-7. 
on Wednesday. 
The Panthers are coming off a 17-3 win over 
NAIA Division I Olivet Nazarene on Monday and 
have been coming up big on offense during the last 
Shortstop Jason Klimek is Illinois' top player, as 
he is batting .450 on the year and has scored 46 
times this season. And to Illini skipper Richard 
"Itch" Jones, offense will be a key to beating 
Eastern. 
week. 
Third baseman Shane Hesse is leading Eastern's 
offensive charge with his .450 batting average . 
Coming into the game he has scored 19 runs, and 
has driven in 25 . Hesse is also leading the Panthers 
Brian Mclure has also been a factor in Illinois' 
offense, as he is batting .404 this year and has driv-
en in 32 runs this year for the Illini. in home runs with seven. 
Shortstop Josh Zink has also been pacing the 
Panthers (11-15, 6-2 in the Mid-Continent 
Conference), as he is batting .394 on the season 
and is second on the team in homers with five. 
Dunlop is also second on the team in RBI's with 
"Our offense has done a decent job this year and 
its a part of our game," Jones said. "I'm expecting a 
good ballgame and its a game that gives both teams 
a chance to keep our teams sharp for the weekend." 
And while Illinois will provide strong competi-
tion for Eastern, the Panthers do have momentum 
going into the game according to Schmitz. 
21. 
Despite the offensive power of the Panthers, 
Eastern skipper Jim Schmitz is hoping to see the 
pitching step up against an Illinois team that has 
"I'm excited about the game against Illinois 
because we have been on a roll by winning five out 
of our last seven and this will give us another 
chance to play this week," Schmitz said. 
scored 299 runs this season. 
"Illinois has been swinging the bats well and 
SOFTBALL frompage12----
for third on the team with 25 hits, 
and her six doubles tie her for the 
team lead. 
"Courtney Cassata has become 
one of our starters, and she's doing 
her job and improving," Fox said. 
Cassata has won the starting 
right fielder job, and has started 20 
of the 24 games she's appeared in. 
She also scored the team's winning 
run in the consolation game against 
the University of Evansville. 
Fox also mentioned junior 
Bridget Ward, who was a walk-on 
as a freshman. 
"(Ward) is one of our best play-
ers," she said. "She's solid every-
where, and she's great on defense. I 
feel comfortable with her any-
where." 
Ward had gone down with a 
pulled hamstring earlier in the year, 
but is back to her starting role and 
has committed two errors in 4 7 
chances for a fielding average of 
.959. 
Siebert, in her impromptu role of 
starting pitcher, has come on, 
SURPRISE 
YOUR 
FRIEND! 
according to Fox. 
"She pitched well this weekend, 
and she's hitting well," she said. 
Siebert is 4-4 on the season with 
an ERA of 2.03 . Her 51.2 innings 
pitched ranks her second on the 
team. She also has one of the teams 
two shutouts on the year. 
Overall , Fox is looking for 
improvement the rest of the season 
- and a post season appearance. 
"I am definitely hoping we make 
it (to the Mid-Con playoffs)," she 
said. "If we play well we should 
defmitely have a shot. The top two 
teams go from each division, and 
Western (Illinois University) is 
probably the favorite in our divi-
sion." 
Injury update: Playing in the 
EIU Invite with no apparent prob-
lems, Ward looks to be back from 
her pulled hamstring. The injury 
kept her out of the lineup for two 
weeks, but she came back to play 
well in the invite. 
Also nearly back to playing form 
is freshman Kelly Root, who suf-
fered a sprained ankle, according to 
Fox. 
Mandy White is still out indefi-
nitely. 
Mid-Con road games: Four of 
the next six Panther games are road 
games in the conference. Eastern 
will travel to Northeastern Illinois 
University and Valparaiso Univers-
ity over the weekend. 
"They're real important 
(games)," Skerski said. "We're all 
looking to go through this next 
week and get back over the .500 
mark." 
The Panthers should have hosed 
both clubs earlier in the season, but 
the doubleheaders were canceled 
due to rain and snow. 
Switched up: Due to inclement 
weather, the Panthers' home dou-
bleheader against Indiana State 
University on March 27 was 
moved to Terre Haute. 
The doubleheader scheduled for 
Wednesday at ISU has consequent-
ly been moved to Williams Field. 
The twin-bill will start at 4 p.m. 
AIT~l'[!JJDIE ~~ IEVIE IPff1f[}U~rNlG~ 
Have you ever been in situations when you wonder: 
"How could this have happened?" 
Positive attitudes can shape positive outcomes. 
Negative attitudes guarantee negative outcomes. 
Come and find out ways to help your future goals. 
Dr. Karola Alford, EIU Counseling Center 
Wednesday, April 10, 1996, 12:00 P.M. 
Kansas Room, MLK Union 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
match she doesn't look at any 
te a m and say they are not 
strong, but just goes out there 
looking to do her best. 
As the weather has warmed 
up , the Panthers were able to 
move outside Monday afternoon 
for practice . 
Head coach Rosie Kramarski 
said they would focus on their 
overall games and different 
shots. 
Leading the men in the sin-
gles matches against the Golden 
Eagles will be Brandon Kuhl 
(No. 2, 6-1) and Sargy Letuchy 
(No. 5, 7-l). For the women 
Terra Erickson (No. 2, 5-3) will 
be leading the pack. 
Kramarski is pleased with 
what she has seen from the dou-
bles team of Mike Jacob/Brad 
Cook. 
"Mike has stepped up his 
level of play and (he and Cook) 
are coming together (as a dou-
bles team)," Kramarski said. 
This season the men have 
earned points in four out of six 
doubles matches, which 
Kramarski sees as being impor-
tant. 
She is also happy with how 
the No. l women's doubles team 
of Adeline Khaw/Erickson have 
performed with their 7-1 record. 
"They're working well togeth-
er," Kramarski said. "I'm happy 
with the overall doubles play 
down the line." 
Freshman Erinn McFadden 
will sit out this week because 
Kramarski said McFadden has 
shin splints and possibly a stress 
fracture. 
Kramarski hopes McFadden 
will be able to return this week-
end for the matches against 
Bradley and Western Illinois. 
Even though the Golden 
Eagles will be one of the weak-
est teams the Panthers have 
faced so far, Kramarski does not 
want her team to lose focus of 
the task at hand. 
"We have to go out there and 
treat it like any other match," 
Kramarski said. 
OUTMUSCLE frompage l2 -
Dunlop began the scoring in 
the third with a base-clearing 
double, putting Eastern on top 9-
1. Zywiciel followed up with a 
sacrifice fly that brought Dunlop 
across to give Eastern a 10-1 lead. 
Brandt Whitehead drove in the 
final run of the inning before get-
ting tagged stealing second base 
during Zywiciel 's at-bat. 
Holding on to an 11-1 lead 
after three innings, Schmitz said 
the confidence level was definite-
ly there today. 
"Our confidence level really 
showed today and I can't say 
enough about Stamper 's pitch-
ing," Schmitz said. "The players 
were very confident today." 
In the fourth, Marzec had a 
two-run blast, his second home-
run of the year, to give Eastern a 
13-1 lead. Tomse's sacrifice fly 
brought in Diorio to leave Eastern 
with a 14-1 lead entering the fifth 
inning. 
The Panthers posted two more 
runs in the fifth courtesy of 
Ziegler's two-run shot to put 
'' Our confidence level 
really showed today, 
and I can't say enough about 
Stamper's pitching." 
-Jim Schmitz 
Baseball coach 
Eastern up 16-1 after five. 
Both teams went scoreless in 
the sixth inning of play, but in the 
seventh the Tigers' Mark Lee had 
a solo homerun to end Olivet ' s 
scoring drought. 
That cut the deficit to 14 runs 
at 16-2. 
Ziegler closed out the 
Panthers' offensive outburst in 
the seventh when he drove in 
Adam Stoneking to put Eastern 
on top 17-2. 
Olivet managed to pick up one 
more run in the eighth before 
Eastern retired the last three bat-
ters in the ninth to hand Olivet the 
14-run loss. 
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: H O !it~ tbi! c~u!onG get~--· O U S ~ : 
I Sweet & sg!!r Chicken I 
I Chicken & Garlic ONLY I 
including $4 65 I Fried Rice and lEgg Roll • I 
I 1505 18th Street, Charleston Delivery 345-3448 or 348-5941 I 
.... ___________ .... 
Place a 
BIRTHDAY AD 
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union 
OPEN HOUSE TONIGHT 
with a 
PHOTO AND 
MESSAGE 
in 
The Daily 
Eastern 
News 
(Deadline: 2 Business Days 
Before Ad is to run) 
5pm-8pm 
Free Food - Corndogs, chips, cookies, sodas 
Free Bowling, Shoe rental, and Billiards 
Free giveaways/Prizes 
Gift Certificate for Check cashing 
Cookies and Bags of candy from the Lobby Shop 
Six-packs of soda 
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Panthers outmuscle NAIA 
Tigers in 14-run pounding 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Associate sports editor 
The Panthers' offense simply continues to click. 
Eastern's baseball team took on Olivet Nazarene 
University on Monday afternoon at Monier Field 
and pumped out 23 hits while scoring 17 runs -
including a four-run fourth that gave Eastern a lead 
it would never give up - to put pick up its 12th win 
ofthe year with a 17-3 victory. 
Jimmy Stamper (1-0) earned the win for Eastern, 
pitching seven innings and giving up only two runs 
on 10 hits. 
"The big thing was that 
lllini up 
Panthers. 
next for Stamper was throwing 
strikes," head coach Jim 
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Schmitz said in reference 
to Stamper's performance 
on Monday. "He only 
walked two batters and he 
just did a phenomenal job." 
Eastern's Mark Diorio went 4-for-5 on the day 
and teammates Ty Ziegler and Matt Marzec both had 
homeruns in the Panthers' fifth win in seven games. 
As for the Tigers, Derek Coy had the lone high-
light for Olivet (8-15), as he had a solo homerun in 
the third inning while going 1-for-3 on the day. 
With the win, Schmitz said his team was success-
ful from the plate and the game also gave him a 
chance to give the starters a break. 
"We were swinging the bats well today," Schmitz 
said. "I was also able to give the starters a rest and at 
the same time, I had the chance to find out some 
things about the other players." 
After Olivet managed only one hit in the first, the 
Panthers ( 12-15, 6-2 in the Mid-Continent 
Conference) got on the board in the bottom of the 
inning when Doug Zywiciel's triple to left brought 
both Diorio and Steve Dunlop across the plate for a 
2-0 lead. 
Zywiciel then scored off of Kevin Wujcik's dou-
ble and Sean Lyons drove in the final run of the 
inning to put Eastern on top 4-0 after one. 
Stamper's effectiveness from the mound carried 
over into the second as he only allowed one hit, 
keeping his one-hitter intact through two. 
In the Panther second, Eastern put up three more 
runs on the board, as Dunlop, Zywiciel and Mark 
Tomse all scored to give Eastern a 7-0 cushion going 
into the third inning. 
The Tigers finally got on the board in the third 
courtesy of Coy's homerun, but Stamper retired the 
next two batters and eventually picked up the third 
out after a Tiger base hit to leave the score at 7-1. 
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Panther season full of surprises 
By JOSH HARBECK 
Staff writer 
Do things ever go the way 
they're supposed to? 
For the Panther softball team, 
this has been a season of at least 
mild surprises. 
Coming off the EIU Invi-
tational, in which the Panthers 
took third, they are 12-15 overall 
(2-2 in the Mid-Continent 
Conference). But injuries and 
rain-outs have played a major 
role in what has taken place thus 
far. 
"With the injuries and a small 
team it's been difficult to have a 
successful season," head coach 
Stephanie Fox said. 
The Panther roster is made up 
of 14 players and, with 10 in the 
starting lineup, Fox doesn't have 
much room to work with. 
And then the injuries crept up. 
"One of the worst positions 
we could have had an injury in 
was pitching, and that's what 
happened," Fox said. 
Over spring 
break, sopho-
more Mandy 
White suffered a 
broken right 
hand. Her return 
for the season is 
still up in the air. 
With her ab-
Softball 
notebook 
sence, the lineup has been 
switched around. Senior Missy 
Porzel keeps her starting pitch-
ing role, and freshman shortstop 
Stacy Siebert has also moved 
into a starting role. 
When Siebert pitches, catcher 
Jamie Skerski moves to short-
stop and freshman Amy Kukman 
moves behind the plate - some-
times. 
After Sunday's consolation 
game, Fox said she is trying 
many different combinations to 
see what will work. 
Junior Jamie Skerski said the 
team has yet to play as well as it 
can. 
"I don't think we have reached 
our potential," she said. "We can 
improve on offense and defense. 
Some games we play well on 
offense, but not on defense. We 
just haven't put the two togeth-
er." 
While not everything has 
worked well for the Panthers this 
season, Fox still has many posi-
tives to look at. 
"I see improvement in every 
game, and that makes things a 
little better," she said. "We still 
have a lot to learn and a lot to 
work on. Our record should be 
better than it is." 
Along with the improvement 
by the team as a whole, Fox also 
points out several individual per-
formances that have improved. 
"Jamie Skerski has improved 
immensely from the fall and 
even the start of the spring," she 
said. "We needed her to step up, 
and she has at catcher, shortstop 
and offensively. 
Skerski has started all 27 
games for the Panthers and is 
currently hitting .309. She is tied 
see SOFTBALL page 11 
TETSUYA KIKUMASA!Staff photographer 
Eastern s Eric Murphy fires a pitch to Lewis University s Jeff Norris 
during a doubleheader against the Flyers last weekend. Eastern lost 
the first game 4-3 and then dropped the second game 12-6 to sweep 
Netters hope to break 
out of two-match slump 
By CHAD MERDA 
Staff writer 
The men's and women's tennis 
teams started the season off with 
a bang, but recently have fell on 
hard times. 
They will make an attempt to 
rebound today from two straight 
losses when they host Mid-
Continent Conference foe North-
eastern Illinois at 2 p.m. at Weller 
Courts. 
Both Eastern teams enter the 
day with 5-3 records, coming off 
of losses to Butler and Illinois 
State. The women had their match 
last Thursday canceled due to the 
cold weather. 
Head coach Rosie Kramarski 
said the final outcome doesn't 
show how the Panthers really 
played, and last week everybody 
played well. Why they could not 
seize victory is somewhat of a 
mystery. 
"I don't know (why we lost)," 
senior Terra Erickson said. 
"Obviously our opponents are 
tougher, but for each of us it's an 
individual (situation in a match). 
(Kramarski) 
thinks its our con-
ditioning." 
Erickson said 
the team will soon 
begin a new con-
ditioning program. 
Last year the 
men and women 
each faced North-
Kramar ski 
eastern Illinois twice, and both 
Eastern teams won both matches. 
Not only that, but the Panthers did 
not allow the Golden Eagles to 
win a single match - shutting 
them out on all four occasions. 
"They are possibly one of the 
weakest teams in conference," 
Kramarski said. "I don't know 
what they lost or gained as far as 
recruiting." She also said the 
Panthers will hopefully be able to 
pick up where they left off last 
year and shut out the Golden 
Eagles. 
Erickson said going into a 
see TENNIS page 11 
Harry Caray's broadcasting still a credit to baseball 
Ah, baseball season. 
There are certain sounds that accompany 
the coming of the baseball season - the 
crack of the bat, the pop of the catcher's 
mit, the police sirens and the organ play-
ing. 
But for my entire life there's always 
been one other sound signifying the arrival 
of baseball: an old familiar voice saying, 
"Hello again everybody." 
I have grown up with Harry Caray's 
broadcasting of the Chicago Cubs, and I 
can't imagine the day when he's not in the 
booth. 
Some people say he's past his prime, and 
WGN should be looking for his replace-
ment right now. They say he's too old, and 
he mixes up names. 
So who doesn't. 
A legend in his own time, Harry summ-
Josh 
Harbeck 
Staff writer 
ed up his plans for retirement in one word, 
"Never." And WGN did the right thing in 
allowing Harry to go on in the booth as 
long as he wants. 
Harry brings too much to the Cubs 
broadcasts to be told that he is replaceable. 
A career that began in 1945 has seen 
many major accomplishments. 
While broadcasting the St. Louis 
Cardinals (1945-1969), Harry was named 
Baseball Announcer of the Year seven 
years in a row by the Sporting News. 
Harry moved to Oakland for a season 
(1970), and then came to Chicago. He first 
broadcast for the White Sox (1971-1981 ), 
but in 1982 he began his role of the voice 
ofthe Chicago Cubs. 
Since his move to the north side, Harry 
has been inducted into the American 
Sportscasters Association Hall of Fame 
(1989) and was awarded the Ford Frick 
award at the induction ceremonies at the 
Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, 
N.Y. 
Despite these accomplishments, some 
still say that while he was a great broad-
caster, he has lost too much these past few 
years. But Harry still has the enthusiasm 
and the understanding that make him an 
excellent broadcaster. 
Harry has fun. That's what the game is 
all about. Whether its joking around with 
Steve Stone or Arnie Harris or telling a 
story during a game, he has fun. 
Even after 51 years in the business, he 
can go to the ballpark and enjoy the game. 
"I don't know how to explain that," 
Harry said in an interview from his home 
last week. "The love of the game, that's the 
way I see things in baseball. Maybe it's the 
genes. I don't see any difference in my 
own approach. I just call the game the way 
I see it and feel it." 
Of course, Harry gets excited when the 
Cubs hit a home run (need I mention the "It 
might be, it could be, it is, a home run. 
Holy Cow!"). And he's not so shy as to ask 
for one: "Oh, for a long one here," he'll say 
with two on and two out. 
But that's just part of the charm. All of 
Harry's years in the business have given 
him something that's invaluable to 
sportscasting - an understanding of the 
game. 
Harry knows who runs the game of base-
See HARRY page 10 
